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odishtBG 
Volume 85- No. 70 
FORECAST 
Today marks the last 
issue of The BG News 
this semester. 
Publication will 
resume Jan. 11, 1999. 
"I know of no more 
encouraging fact than 
the unquestionable 
ability of a person to 
elevate their life by a 
conscious endeavor." 
Henry David Thoreau 
urilet 
Look for stories, 
horoscopes, weather, 
crossword puzzles and 
more on the updated 
BG News website. 
Check it out at: 
WWW. 
bgnews.com 
J Third-graders visit 
the Little Red School- 
house to learn about 
the tum-of-thecentury 
schools. 
By MIKE WENDL1NG 
The BC News  
The oldest building on the 
University campus wasn't even 
built in Bowling Green. 
The Little Red Schoolhouse. 
the building nestled next to the 
Commons and dwarfed by the 
surrounding buildings, was built 
in Norwalk, Ohio, in 1875. 
This month, the Schoolhouse 
served as the setting for over 200 
area third-graders as they 
learned about life in a typical 
turn-of-the-century one-room 
school. 
The Little Red Schoolhouse 
program was initiated on the 
building's 20th anniversary in 
Bowling Green, according to 
Marilyn Braatz, public relations 
specialist in the department of 
' you have a news tip or 
have an idea for a story, 
call anytime and ask to 
speak with an editor. 
372-6966 Sharon Daniels teaches children In the Ultle Red Schoolhouse. 
A group of schoolchildren walk 
education and human develop- 
ment. In 1975, the Schoolhouse 
was taken apart, brick by brick, 
and transported to the Universi- 
ty. 
In 1995, an idea 
that had been brew- 
ing for several years 
became reality, as the 
Schoolhouse pro- 
gram was set up so 
that area school chil- 
dren could experi- 
ence a nearly-forgot- 
ten style of educa- 
tion. 
"We were able to 
get many volunteers 
and the program has 




involved in the pro- 
gram come from as 
far away as Huron, 
Ohio, and are 
BG Newi Photo/JEREMY HOOPER requested to dress in 
vintage   garb    and 
BG News Photo/JEREMT HOOPER 
to the schoolhouse. 
bring authentic farm lunches. 
They spend a day in the School- 
house, in a learning environment 
designed to mimic the late 1800s. 
The program's syllabus was 
developed by Beverly France, a 
Bowling Green resident and 
BGSU graduate, who this year 
recovered from knee surgery in 
time to leach the last session on 
Friday. 
Fourteen area teachers volun- 
teered to teach the full-day pro- 
gram which ran from Nov. 30 
through Dec. 11. The students 
took reading lessons out of 
McGuffey Readers, one of the 
most famous sets of reading 
books of the time, and worked 
out math problems on slates. 
Last week, Jeff Schmidt's class 
of Ihird-graders from Waterville 
Primary filed into the Little 
Schoolhouse, the boys going in 
the right door and girls going in 
the left. 
"How successful the program 
is often depends on the prepara- 
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President delivers 
holiday message 
To the University Community, 
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all of 
you a safe and happy holiday season. The University 
Holiday Open House last week provided me with the 
pleasure of visiting with many faculty, staff and stu- 
dents. Thank you for stopping by. It was truly a won- 
derful gathering of university community members. 
To those of you who couldn't attend, I look forward to 
visiting with you soon. 
To the students: soon the final projects and papers 
will be complete, the exams will be over, and you will 
be able to enjov a much deserved break. To the facul- 
ty: soon you will HAVE GRADED all of the papers, 
projects, and exams and will, I'm certain, enjoy a 
relaxing holiday as well. To the staff: the long hours 
you work and the services you provide to the students 
and faculty are much appreciated, and I hope this hol- 
iday season will bring with it time for you to spend 
with family and friends; 
As we go our separate ways this holiday season, 
students, faculty and staff, I wish you all safe travels, 
the happiest of holidays and a new year filled with 
many blessings and much good fortune. 
With warm regards, 
Sidney A. Ribeau 
President 
SPECIAL LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor, 
On behalf of the Mazzeo family, please extend a sincere thank you to the F3GSU college 
woman whose loving concern for me recently has been considered our own '1998 Christmas 
Miracle.' 
On Wednesday afternoon (12/9) around 1:45 p.m., she noticed that I (a complete stranger) 
was having difficulty in the Kroger parking lot as I was getting into my car. I was experiencing 
a "classic, medically complete stroke" on my right side. She talked to me for long time, contin- 
ually expressing her concern for me and wanting to get help for me. I couldn't effectively 
respond to her patient questioning, so she decided to go into Kroger's and brought out others. 
Together they decided to call the BG Emergency Squad. 
1 followed their directions and was taken by the EMS to the Wood County Hospital Emer- 
gency Room. There, the staff determined that 1 was within 15 minutes (within the 2-3 hour max- 
imum total window of time available to me), for receiving an intravenous medication called 
TPA, which is designed to be complete blood clot dissolver. 
I was given all of the testing and necessary preparation and within the hour (4-5 p.m.) on 
Wednesday, I went from the classic stroke condition with no abilities of talking, and movement 
on my right side, to fully talking and using both hands and legs to do so. My "Italian" heritage 
was kicking in once again! The doctors (neurologist, cardiologist, and family physician) at pre- 
sent believe the stroke was initiated by my taking Prempro, an optional hormone therapy for 
women after mid-life, to guard against osteopomsis/heart disease.etc. suggested by my gyne- 
cologist. 
A sincere thank you goes entirely to my special "guardian angel," to the college student. 
Karen S. Mazzeo 
IT Instuctor, School of HMSLS 
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Current buildings 
have their own 
histories, mysteries University Hall peaks through the trees In the center ot the campus. 
L) University, Mosely and 
Hanna halls each have a 
story to tell, before and after 
original University use. 
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT 
The BG News 
It is 1920. The University's buildings 
are practically new. There are students 
walking to classes in formal clothing. Men 
.ire in slacks, oxford shirts and maybe a 
lie. Women are wearing a skirl and a 
blouse >>r .i dtwsa Everyone, eventually 
passes  through   the   walkway  between 
University and Mosley Hall. 
Today, students wearing casual cloth- 
ing — jeans and a sweatshirt — walk 
through the same walkway, without a 
clue as to the stories and history the build- 
ings around the walkway hold. 
Three connected buildings have differ- 
ent stories and have their own signifi- 
cance: Mosely Hall, University Hall and 
Hanna Hall. 
According lo Stuart Givens, the Uni- 
versity's historian and a history professor, 
Mosley Hall was built in 1950. It was 
named after Edwin Mosley who was a 
well-known biology teacher at the Uni- 
versity, in the 1940s. Mosley's specialty 
was collecting birds and  animals and 
studying the weather. 
A lot has changed since then. Mosley 
Hall's initial purpose was to have biology 
and agriculture classes. For fifteen years, 
the University used to offer agriculture as 
a major which was stopped. Furthermore, 
the building used to have a standard lab 
and the off-campus center used to be a 
cow barn, he said. 
Another building. University Hall, was 
built in 1914 and was one of the two orig- 
inal buildings at the University. In the 
1960s this hall was called the Administra- 
tive building. II had administrative 
offices, a library, a theater, and classes. 
When questioned why this building 
has such a common name, Givens said, "It 
BG Newi Photo/SCOTT FAUBER 
is very common to have a hall called Uni- 
versity Hall, it is like a tradition." 
Nicole Stannard, a freshman music per- 
formance major, also said there are many 
ghost legends about University Hall's the- 
aters. 
Stannard said in the Eva Marie Saint 
Theater there is a ghost named Alice. On 
the night before the play begins, the stage 
manager must go out onto the stage when 
no one else is there with only a "ghost" 
light on the stage. The stage manager 
must invife Alice lo the play and save a 
seat for her to see the play, or she will 
cause the performance to go awry, the 
• See BUILDINGS, page five. 
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Prout students prepare for demolition 
J The residents have mixed 
feelings about the demolition 
of their current home. 
By IVY CHIN 
 The BC Kr\\ \ 
Spring semester launches the "Farewell 
Tour" for Prout Mall and its residents. 
For some Prout Hall residents, there is 
a mixture of feelings living there this year 
because they know that they will not see 
Prout Hall after the year 2000. 
Prout Hall will officially be torn down 
due to the expansion of the new Student 
Union. 
Prout Hall was built in 1955. It is 
named after Alice Prout, wife of former 
University President Frank Prout. 
According to Brandy Coffman, Prout 
Hall director and a graduate student, 
Prout Hall will only be open next fall to 
seniors who are graduating in the winter 
due to the construction in 2000. 
A total of 251 residents live in Prout 
Hall this semester. However, the hall is 55 
percent freshmen, which she claimed is 
unusual because the residents used to be 
predominantly seniors and juniors. 
"We've had a hard time to promote 
because there are not many students 
returning this year," Coffman said. "Many 
freshmen don'l understand the feeling." 
She further explained that Prout Hall 
residents and hall government an? also 
trying different ways to preserve the his- 
tory and promote the community of 
Prout. 
Prout Hall residents have formed a hall 
government in which all residents are 
members of the organization. However, it 
is up to the residents whether they want 
to participate in it, explained (»euy. 
The Prout Hall program will shut down after next semester and move to Kohl Hall. The building will be open for people look- 
ing for one-semester housing. 
She said the main role of the Hall gov- 
ernment is to discuss issues about hall 
improvement, voting for policies and pro- 
moting community. 
"We're focusing on our love for Prout, 
not the fact that it'll be gone," Coffman 
said. 
In fact, she thinks that with the fact it 
will be torn down, it presents challenges 
to her. For example, it will be a struggle to 
move the Prout community to another 
hall, and yet still keep the same traditions 
in that hall. 
"We need to know how to keep tradi- 
tions here and not excluding another cul- 
ture in the new hall," Coffman said. "It's 
merging two cultures." 
Brandi Geuy, president of Hall govern- 
ment, said Prout is a real community and 
she is very happy to live in Prout. 
"It's a neat experience," Geuy said. 
"Everyone knows each other and they're 
so friendly. It's the best feeling living 
here." 
However, she said that she is hurt and 
bothered by the fact that half of the people 
(new residents) do not understand and 
the feeling is not the same. 
• See PROUT, page xxxx. 
Learning 
about University " 
LEGENDS 
□ The University seal, 
as well as the colors 
have interesting 
histories. 
By CAROLYN STECKEL 
The BG News 
Many students joke about the 
University's "unofficial" colors 
— blue and  green — since a 
number of University items such 
as clothing appear in those col- 
ors. 
But many students do not 
know about the colors' origina- 
tion. 
And many students are told of 
the myths existing behind the 
seal, but how many know what 
all the myths are and even what 
Ihe seal stands for? 
The colors of the University 
were chosen by Leon Winslow, 
then director of Art Education. 
According to a letter written 
by Winslow found in archive 
files at Jerome Library, the colors 
were designated, "on seeing 
them worn by a young woman 
whom I observed on a trolley car 
somewhere between Toledo and 
Bowling Green in 1914," he said. 
Winslow was given the task of 
choosing the colors by then Uni- 
versity president. Homer B. 
Williams. 
Winslow was told to select 
colors that would be both dis- 
tinctive and unique. His art edu- 
cation classes participated in the 
task. 
Upon further investigation 
Winslow and his class found, 
"that red which is symbolic of 
love and yellow symbolic of wis- 
dom combine in orange and 
brown to express in color the 
high and hospitable purposes of 
the University whose banner 
they adorn, orange for vigor of 
youth and brown for the good 
earth of the buckeye stale." 
How the BGSU colors were chosen: 
"on seeing them worn by a young woman] 
whom I observed on a trolley car somewhere \ 
between Toledo and Bowling Green in 1914." 
Leon Winslow I 
director of art education 
Winslow ultimately found 
these colors to be popular and 
have been since then. 
The University seal is another 
item of focus students tend to 
raise an eyebrow to; however, it 
has not been as enduring as the 
colors. 
The original seal, also 
designed by Winslow, has 
altered in appearance three 
times. 
Upon its introduction, the seal 
contained a shield in the middle 
and four elements depicted upon 
it. 
The hills, which were in the I 
upper left hand comer, suggest 
there is something beyond for 
which   to   strive   and   point 
upwards to the heights of a liber-1 
al training and culture. 
The rising sun, which appears I 
in the upper right hand corner as I 
it does in the state seal, repre-| 
sents truth and power. 
A motor and a book which I 
appear above the shield repre-l 
• See LEGENDS, page six. 
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BUILDINGS^ 
Continued from page one. 
said. 
In the Joe E. Brown theater, 
there is also a ghost known as 
the man in Ian." She said he 
mostly stays in the hat room 
backstage and plays tricks and 
practical jokes on people. If the 
ghost is cursed or made fun of, 
then he will cause the show to go 
wrong, she said. 
Steve Boone, an assistant pro- 
fessor, technical manager and 
lighting designer, said the leg- 
ends come from a book called. 
"Haunted Ohio." Based on the 
legends, after the final dress 
rehearsal, the director will go out 
on to the stage and welcome the 
"ghosts." He sees it as more of a 
ritual. 
"But who knows whether il 
actually works," he said. "It is 
more a tradition, there is no dif- 
ference if someone forgets to do 
it." 
Another aging building is 
Hanna Hall, which was built in 
1920. It was named after Lady 
Myrna Reese Hanna. Hanna was 
one of the first to be part of the 
stale legislature. She was also in 
the House of Representative for 
the Bowling Green region. Fur- 
thermore, she persuaded the 
University to change its name 
from Bowling Green State Nor- 
mal College to Bowling Green 
"It is very common to have a hall called 
University Hall, it is like a tradition." 
Stuart divens 
University historian 
Stale University, he said. 
Hanna Hall was originally 
part of the University's commu- 
nity school district. It was used 
to train student teachers and was 
often referred to as the Universi- 
ty Elementary School. For 10 
years il was the college of educa- 
tion, then it changed to a build- 
ing that offered writing and 
geography classes. 
In addition, the building had a 
gymnasium which was trans- 
formed into Gish Theater 
Givens said there are different 
features which make each build- 
ing significant. Givens believes 
that Hanna Hall is significant 
because of the Gish theater. 
Mosley is interesting because it 
was a cow barn in thel920s, he 
said. He also noted the marble 
staircase in University Hall. 
)oe Cook, a sophomore MIS 
and International Business 
major, said University Hall's 
stairway is unique. 
"The stairway is old and rus- 
tic; il gives a sense of history," he 
said. 
The overall architecture o( the 
three buildings is of Ihe early 
20th Century and is very stan- 
dard. They are all four stories. 
Only Mosley and Hanna have a 
basement. The use of yellow 
bricks is very common in Ohio. 
Originally, Givens said the 
buildings had windows that 
were rounded at Ihe top and 
Romanist. They changed all the 
windows 30 years ago and 
installed new windows, so the 
heat could be preserved in the 
buildings, he said. In addition, 
Givens said that the University 
does have plans for remodeling 
these buildings, but nothing is 
definite yet. 
Additionally, Givens said the 
fact that the buildings are con- 
nected is original and makes it 
easier to move from one building 
lo the next, especially in the win- 
ter. 
BG Newi Photo/SCOTT FAUBER 
Moseley Hall has been home to many different uses. It now 
holds classrooms and the Writing Lab. 
PROUT 
Continued from page one. 
Regarding the decision of 
demolishing Prout, Coffman said 
there is no right or wrong 
between Ihe administrators and 
students. 
There is a perception that it 
was a one-man decision, but she 
said she believed a lot of people 
actually put a lot of thought into 
this plan, Coffman explained. 
She said that students are not 
going to like the decisions that 
were made, but she believes the 
University decided What is best 
for the students' needs, in this 
case, expansion of the Student 
Union. 
However, Geuy can still recall 
some residents protesting last 
year. 
"I could understand why the 
decision was made," Geuy said. 
"But, I think there are still 
options that are not explored." 
Coffman said the porch in 
front of Prout  Hall is a place 
where residents always hang 
out. 
"The porch really encourages 
community," Coffman said. 
"However, they are not repre- 
senting the whole Prout commu- 
nity. People can always see resi- 
dents hanging out there no mat- 
ter what lime of the day." 
Coffman uses three words to 
describe Prout Hall: unusual, 
eclectic and spirited. 
"People are giving up before 
it's dead," Geuy said. "They 
know Prout is going to be torn 
down, so, they said 'why bother 
so much?' I think that's sad." 
Tiffany Hesson, senior ele- 
mentary education major, is liv- 
ing in Prout Hall for the second 
consecutive year. She said the 
reasons that she likes Prout are 
the location, the spacious rooms 
and the "window splashes" 
painting. 
She said the Prout location in 
the center of the campus is con- 
venient for the residents to go lo 
classes. In addition, there is a lot 
of space in every room. She also 
said that she is proud of the 
paintings on Ihe windows 
because Prout Hall wins window 
splash contests every year. 
Moreover, Prout Hall is also 
known for the residents' partici- 
pation and hall activities. There- 
fore, students needed to apply in 
order to live there. Hesson said 
she used to live in McDonald, 
and there were not many activi- 
ties at all. 
However, this year, things and 
atmosphere in Prout changed 
due lo the fact that Prout Hall is 
going to be torn down and there 
are more freshmen this year, 
Hesson explained. 
"I notice RAs and residents 
have more apathy because they 
knew Prout is being torn down," 
Hesson said. "People are not 
attached lo Ihe dorm anymore 
because they know they won't 
stay long. I think it happens 
unconsciously    to    many    of 
"People are not attached to the dorm 
anymore because they know they won't 
stay long. I think it happens unconsciously 
to many of Prout's residents." 
Tiffany Hesson 
senior elementaiy education major 
Prout's residents." 
She said compared with last 
year, Ihe participation is not as 
strong anymore. People know 
that there is nothing much they 
can do about Ihe Prout demoli- 
tion, and she thinks that this atti- 
tude is affecting the atmosphere 
of the dorm. 
Moreover, there are many 
freshmen residents this year, and 
they did not see what happened 
last year. In addition, a lot of 
these freshmen have joined the 
greek houses. Hesson said that it 
used to be that people knew each 
other, but now a lot of freshmen 
spend  more  time  with   their 
sorority and fraternity activities. 
"We had good interactions 
and people spent a lot of time for 
the dorm last year," Hesson said. 
She also said that last year, a 
lot of people who were attached 
to Ihe dorm were upset and 
protested after Ihey knew Prout 
was going to be torn down. 
Hesson said she has more neg- 
ative thoughts about Prout Hall 
now because she knows Proul is 
not going to be there soon. She 
said she will move off campus 
next year. 
... 
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LEGENDS^ 
Continued from page one. 
sent industry, progress and the 
application of knowledge as well 
as pure science and literature. 
Sheaves of wheat at the bot- 
tom of the shield represent agri- 
culture. 
The inscription which circles 
the seal reads, "Bowling Green 
Normal College, 1910," as it was 
called upon its founding. Three 
buckeyes  further connect  the 
school with the state. 
The second seal was a highly 
modernized version of the first 
one, and did not include the 
motor, book, hills, rivers, sun 
and one ot two sheaves of wheat. 
Instead, arrows replaced them 
symbolizing the habitation of the 
Native Americans. 
According to Clif Boutelle, 
director of public relations, the 
second seal, which the Universi- 
ty adopted in 1971, was a "styl- 
ized version" of the seal thai 
looked much like a shield. 
"This was phased out in the 
early 1990s because it was too 
dated." Boutelle said. 
The third alteration o( the seal 
is the version currently used. 
"There really has not been a 
significant change from the 
beginning," Boutelle said. "They 
have just been line tuned."Also 
behind the many meanings of 
the seal exist many myths and 
HEY, SSN - - , 
EXPRESS ^OUR INDIVIDUALITY 
WITH A CUSTOM-DESIGNED 
COLLEGE RING. 
Save up to $120! 
/IRTC/IRVED 
www4rtcarved.com/c0llege 
Representative at the 
University Bookstore 
December 14th- 19th • 11a.m. to 4p.m. 
$25.00 Deposit 12 
legends. 
According to (ill Henniger, 
student tour coordinator, the first 
of the legends is if you stand on 
the seal and kiss your sweetheart 
at midnight under a full moon, 
you will soon be married. 
"Other myths say that if you 
and your lover walk past the seal 
and pass on opposing sides, you 
will soon break up,' Henniger 
said. "Also for less romantic stu- 
dents there is the myth that if 
l#i#l#i#i«l#i#i#ititi#i#i#i«^^iti#i«^ili#i#i#U 
you pass the seal on the right 
side it assures you a passing 
grade." 
Though Henniger said thai 
she sees students habitually pass 
on the right and has seen pic- 
tures being taken on the seal 
around midnight, there has been 
no documentation as to whether 




Ignore chest pain 
and it'll go away. 
II you h.ivi chest pain, gel medical help immediately. Otherwise 
when (In- pain stops, your life could loo, lo learn more, contact 
your nearest American Heart Association ai I-MHI-\|| vi SAI 
<>r online .it hnp7/www amhn.org 
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Free     Gift 
or a 10% Discount Coupon 
valid for any single full priced item in our store 
through Finals Week. 
530 East Wooster Street 
353.7732 
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Ho, ho, ho! Merry tickets! 
BG New. Photo/ROGER MOTA 
After a semester of classes, this is the result of a very successful relationship with 
the BG parking and traffic. Thomas Hampe, management sciences major plas- 
tered his door with tickets. 
MWWWWV 
353-BGSU 
(2    4    7    8 ) 
IPJZZCll     Free Delivery 
Exam Week Specials 
2 Medium Pi 
Cheese & one topping 
Limited lime only - hxdudes other offers 
Large Pizza 
Cheese & one topping 
Limited time only - Excludes other offers 
Only $6,99 
HOUSE 
Continued from page one. 
"How successful the program is 
often depends on the preparation 
thai the teacher provides," said 
Braat/ 
"I've prepared Ihem a bit," said 
Schmidt "But not as much as I will 
next year." 
Schmidt's class certainly seemed 
ready. As Ihey entered the building 
in neat dresses and ironed knickers, 
Ihey turned from raucous 90's kids, 
casually addressing Iheir teacher as 
"Schmidto." to prim and proper 
schoolchildren sitting attentively 
and quietly at Iheir desks. 
Sharon Daniels, a program vol- 
unteer and BGSU grad, started the 
day with roll call. She asked each 
child how they had helped on "the 
farm" that morning. 
"I milked the cows and made mv 
bed," said one student, after snap- 
ping to attention when her name 
was called and standing up at the 
side of her desk. 
Despite the seemingly back- 
breaking labor the children 
described, Daniels, in her turn-of- 
the-century schoolteacher role, was 
not easily impressed. 
"I haven't heard any of you say 
that you've helped out with the 
chickens this morning," she said. 
Next came the singing of "Amer- 
ican the Beautiful" and the recita- 
tion of a Bible verse. Braatz said the 
program organizers had thought 
carefully about the inclusion of the 
Bible verse, but as it was an authen- 
tic part of the one-room school- 
house experience, they left it in the 
curriculum. 
"One-room schools were found 
"When the building 
came to BG, we 
didn't sand off all 
the graffiti from the 
desks, and some of 
the kids who come 
want to add their 
own." 
Marilyn Braatz 
public relations specialist 
in rural areas, rather than in 
towns," said Braatz. "Most of the 
children attending those schools 
were from Christian families." 
Interestingly, something that is 
not part of the student's day is the 
phrase "under God" in the Pledge 
of Allegiance. That phrase was 
added to the Pledge well after 1900. 
and thus the students in the pro- 
gram recite the old version. 
After the pledge, the singing and 
the Bible, the students had an elocu- 
tion lesson. Daniels tapped her 
ruler in time to a passage which the 
students had to read in loud, clear, 
steady voices. 
Of course, some things are slow 
to change. 
"When the building came to BG, 
we didn't sand off all the graffiti 
from the desks, and some of the 
kids who come want to add their 
own," said Braatz. "We didn't want 
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The Woodland Mall, located on the north end of Bowling Green otters many shopping choices. 
BG New. Photo/JASON SUGGS 
Everything's at the 
Woodland 
□ BG's mall offers a unique option for 
students and community members 
without the traffic of other malls. 
By SARAH DELANEY 
The BG News  
= 
It's Friday night. You're hungry, you've got nothing lo 
wear, your apartment looks hopelessly dull, and you've 
got about an hour before your date shows up. Aaaah! 
This scenario is probably not that unfamiliar to many 
University students. What might be unfamiliar lo them 
is the solution: The Woodland Mall. 
Located at 1234 N. Main St., the mall offers a variety of 
local and national retail shops as well as a five-theater 
cinema, a food court and tanning salon to students and 
the community. 
The mall has two anchor stores, Elder-Beerman and )C 
Penney's, as well as several shoe stores, a furniture store 
and a jewelry store. 
Beth Isaacs, Woodland Mall manager, recognized that 
students from the University don't utilize the mall lo its 
full potential. 
"A lot of shoppers still go lo Toledo but frequent our 
mall in between," she said, noting that many people from 
Perrysburg travel to the Woodland Mall to avoid the 
crowds. 
"Our mall is safer and we offer many services includ- 
ing free strollers and wheelchairs to use while you shop." 
"The students just don't realize everything that's out 
here," she said. 
Isaacs said that two new stores recently opened in the 
mall. Aunt Pat's Bridal specializes in wedding and 
bridesmaid dresses while Lotions and Potions cus- 
tomizes fragrant soaps, bubblebaths, lotions and other 
bath products. 
Besides these new stores, there are many students who 
frequent their old favorites. 
"We get quite a few students at the movie theaters, the 
food court, Maurices, On Cue and the Dollar Tree," said 
Isaacs. 
Some University students admitted to shopping to at 
the Woodland Mall on occasion. 
"I shop there because it's close," said Kim Bames, 
senior journalism major. "I usually go to Elder-Beerman, 
JC Penney's and Maurices for clothes because they have 
good sales." 
"I would like to see all of the stores from the Franklin 
Park mall here, but I know that's not going lo happen," 
she said. 
Kyle McMillen, senior architecture and environmental 
design major, agreed and said, "I wish we had stores like 
the Gap or Structure." 
"Unfortunately, we can't get some of the bigger, more 
well-known stores because we represent a small market," 
Isaacs said. 
According to Isaacs, most retailers like the Gap and 
Abercrombie & Fitch won't enter a market with less than 
a million people in 10 square miles. 
"But that gives our mall an advantage because we can 
provide local stores that you won't be able to find at any 
other malls," said Isaacs. "Many of the bigger malls are 
starting lo look alike." 
Some of the Woodland Mall employees feel that work- 
ing at a smaller mall also has its advantages. 
"I like working here," said Lori Cassidy, manager of 
the Maurices store. "The people are really friendly and 
everybody knows everybody else who works here." 
Maurices sells dress and causal clothes for men and 
women and carries many name brand items as well as 
their own credit card. 
"It's a convenient place lor students to shop because 
there is less crowd fighting, less traffic and a more 
relaxed atmosphere," she said. 
Brent Sweeney, an employee at On Cue, also thought 
the Woodland Mall was a good place to work. 
On Cue has hosted many special events this year 
including a midnight opening for sales of the movie 
"Titanic" and autograph signings from members of the 
band Blessed Union of Souls. 
"We are also going to have the local band the Starlings 
here on Dec. 20," Sweeney said. 
On Cue sells popular CDs, tapes, videos and books 
and offers a 10 percent discount off one item per pur- 
chase for students. 
In the near future, the Woodland Mall may be offering 
a lot more than stores. 
"The mall is a site that's being considered for a new 
recreation center for the community," said Isaacs. 
The proposed center would include a gym with a 
weight room, an aquatics center and two sheets of ice for 
public skating. 
"The proposal was intended to go on the May levy but 
has been postponed until next November's levy. Every- 
thing is still very much up in the air." 
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A more experienced team hits the ice 
□ Lack of support by 
students leaves hockey 
players feeling cold. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
The BG News 
Most University students do 
not attend hockey games at BG. 
The average attendance this 
season at the Ice Arena is 2340. 
There are more than 18,000 stu- 
dents here, but the highest atten- 
dance this season was achieved 
Dec. 5 against Michigan. And 
that was not a sell-out. 
Regardless, the 4,000 plus in 
attendance provided the players 
with some added emotion. 
"It is always great to have 
people supporting us," sopho- 
more Ryan Murphy said. "It puts 
a little more pressure on us to 
play. We are an entertaining 
sport and we entertain people." 
Having fans is an integral part 
of any sport at BG, and hockey is 
not the only team to experience 
the lack of fan support. The foot- 
ball team was about to lose its 
Division One status last season 
unless the team averaged 17,000 
a game. 
But the point of this is to point 
out various ideas as to why fans 
should show up now to the 
hockey games. 
lust three seasons ago the 
crowds were stronger. 
"[The crowd at the Michigan 
game] took me back to my fresh- 
man year," senior goaltender 
Jason Piwko said. "That crowd 
was almost the same crowd as 
we had at every game my fresh- 
man year. It has been missed." 
Coach Buddy Powers recalls 
the time when he was an assis- 
tant coach for BG in the 80s when 
there would be a rumble in the 
building around 6 o'clock. 
"The fans would be piling in 
to get the unreserved seats," he 
said. "It was a great environ- 
ment." 
Since then the Ice Arena 
underwent roughly a 2,000 seat 
extension. It went from seating 
3,300 to 5300. But since then the 
attendance has not gone up. 
There is the dedicated group 
of BG students in Section E that 
lead the chants, razz the oppo- 
nents and encourage BG. And it 
is nice to see that there are stu- 
dents here that support the team. 
But there could always be more 
in the stands. 
"I think our fans are great," 
Murphy said. "But I think it 
would be nice to have more stu- 
dents out to our games, just to 
see them around campus and 
relate to them about our game." 
Granted, with the worst sea- 
son in BG history occurring last 
season, fans may be reluctant to 
BO New* rile Photo 
Some fans show their support at a Falcon's hockey game. The Ice Arena has the capacity to hold over 18.000 fans, but the aver- 
age attendance has been 2, 840. 
attend the games, but this season 
is different. 
The team was young last sea- 
son, and that has not changed, 
but other elements have. 
With the finish last season, the 
team has grown up a lot. And the 
freshmen and sophomores 
gained the experience necessary 
to help the team climb back up 
the Central Collegiate ladder. 
The players have become more 
confident on the ice and in the 
locker room. 
Senior captain Dan Price and 
assistant captains junior Zach 
Ham and sophomore Doug 
Schueller have taken on the reins 
formerly held by Brad Holzinger, 
Adam Lamarre and Dave 
Faulkner. Not that the leadership 
was not strong in the past, the 
roles have just changed. 
"[Schueller and Price] came 
out leading," Piwko said. "And 
you also have got [Ham], who is 
basically using the role to tell the 
guys they need to come out and 
do this. He is giving his opinion 
when he needs to." 
The supporting cast is also 
strong. With seven sophomores 
and six juniors on the squad, 
many of them have taken on var- 
ious leadership roles as well. 
"There are a lot of leaders," 
junior Craig Desjarlais said. 
"There are a lot of guys on the 
team that are vocal or lead by 
example." 
The leadership is not the only 
change from last season. If those 
that are not attending the games 
were to look at the team's record 
compared to last season, one 
thing would stand out. The 
record. 
The Falcons are one win away 
from their overall win record last 
season, a definite step in the 
right direction. 
"The sophomores and juniors 
are a little more experienced and 
calm," Powers said. "And I think 
you can see it in the play." 
It helps that a consistent prob- 
lem that plagued the team last 
season, a lack of scoring, is not as 
evident this season. 
A number of players have 
refined their talents or grown 
more comfortable on the ice, 
leading to the higher-scoring 
games. 
Powers has noticed a change 
in a number of Falcons. Desjar- 
lais is playing with more confi- 
dence. Adam Edinger, who 
returned to the line-up after 
major knee surgery at the end of 
last season, is in the top ten in 
scoring in the CCHA with 16 
points. 
"Mike Jones has developed 
into a better player," Powers 
said. "B.J. Adams has really come 
into his own more so this year." 
Jones, a defenseman, is also in 
the lop 10 in the CCHA in scor- 
ing. 
The team is showing its 
accomplishments in numbers 
and honors too. 
For the first time anyone can 
remember, two BG icers, (ones 
and Edinger, were picked CCHA 
Player of the Week, after perfor- 
mances against Miami and 
Northern Michigan over Thanks- 
giving weekend. 
Against NMU, Edinger 
recorded his first collegiate hat- 
trick. 
Price set personal bests for 
assists in a series with six, and 
points in a series with seven. 
Price is fifth in scoring in the 
CCHA with 18 points. 
Senior goaltender Mike 
Savard, who did not see much 
time between the pipes last sea- 
son, is back starting. He earned 
tenth place on the BG all-time 
saves list with 1,469 two weeks 
ago. 
Murphy set a career-high four 
assists in a series and five points 
in a series against Northern 
Michigan. 
The team's attitude has also 
gone through a metamorphosis , 
of sorts during the off-season. 
Gone are the times when the 
team would be down a few goals 
and give up. 
"Guys want to win more this 
year," Desjarlais said. "Last year 
when we lost we would be like 
oh well, we worked hard,' but 
this year when we lose games 
guys are really upset. They come 
in the dressing room really 
angry. We want to win more 
now. We don't want to take a 
back seat to anyone in this 
league." 
BG likes to surprise spectators 
and to quiet naysayers. 
For example, at the beginning 
of the season BG was down 
against Miami, and ended up 
tying the game with a goal by 
Curtis Valentine with a few sec- 
onds left in regulation. Saturday 
BG did it again. After being 
down by two goals at the start of 
the third, BG had a four-goal 
rally. 
It is apparent that critics of the 
team will always remain. Obvi- 
ously any sport will face criti- 
cism, just make sure the criticism 
is just. 
"In a way [the criticism] is 
kind of sad really," Price said. 
"We work our butts off every 
day for 2 1 /2 hours and try to 
bring something to the table over 
the weekends. Everyone can be 
critical, but there are positives 
too. You don't always have the 
negatives." 
Things have gotten signifi- 
cantly better  this season, yet 
• See HOCKEY, page fifteen. 
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□ The aviation club, 
Flying Falcons, 
compete twice a year 
as a sport against other 
colleges. 
By AMYJOL. BROWN 
The BG News 
It's exhilarating, it's unbeliev- 
able, it's a thrill a minute. Every- 
one says someday they'll do it, 
but few do. 
Flying may not be (or every- 
one, but for those that it is, it 
becomes a sport they love. 
"Flying is an exciting sport," 
said Pam Hague, a student in the 
University's aviation program. 
For those who really like the 
challenge of flying, a team 
known as the Flying Falcons was 
formed. 
The Flying Falcons compete 
against other colleges and uni- 
versities twice a year in a variety 
of specialized events thai enable 
students with their pilot license 
and those without to tost  their 
skills against other students 
Practices for the competitions 
take place twice a week. All Stu- 
dents On Ihe learn got to compete 
as long as thev show up lor prac- 
tices and show an interest to 
learn, said Rebecca Warner, pres- 
ident of the team 
At the practices, the coaches 




competes   in 
The University's team com- 




is     usually 
held   the   third 
week of October and 
determines which teams 




school. Only one plane per 
school can compete in each 
event. While one is in competi- 
tion, the other is being prepared 
for the following event. 
The events test the skills of the 
sage drop, are also offered. 
In the message drop, the com- 
petitors are given two wooden 
blocks which they must drop 
from the plane on to an x marked 
in the grass next to the runway. 
make, model, and nickname of 
the plane. 
Another is the scan test which 
is a test of knowledge of regula- 
tions and cross-country flight 
planning, a  flight simulator in 
which a student has ten minutes 
to follow a pattern drawn on 
a piece of paper, and 
other events that test 
the knowledge of the student. 
Natalie Morris competed  in 
the     scan 
test 
this 
"Ours   is   the 
hardest region in 
the U.S.," Warn- 
er    said,    "It's 
pretty difficult to 
place." 
The competitions last I 
over a week. Each competi-l 
tor is scored individually! 
and that score is credited I 
towards the whole team! 
The team with the highest! 
score wins. 
"(The competition) is fascinat- 
ing and busy," Hague said, "All 
pilots .ind competitors start early 
and end in the evenings." 
Many different events .ire hold 
throughout the week. The le.iin 
lakes two planes which .ire 
painted on the bottom in order 
foi   judges   to   recognize   the 
' pilots,   such   as   landing   the 
plane on an exact spot on the 
runway, coasting onto the run- 
way with a mock engine 
failure,  and   planning 
and flying a flight from the air- 
port to four other check points. 
"It's pretty precise," Warner 
said, "You have an hour and a 
half to plan the trip down to the 
second." 
Fun events, smh ,is the mes- 
In addition to flight events, 
there are also ground events 
which students who either don't 
have their pilot's license or don't 
wish to fly can compete. All it 
takes is knowledge of flying. 
One event is aircraft recogni- 
tion Students have 3 seconds to 
look .it .i picture of a plane and 
then  IS seconds to identify the 
"You 
sit     down 
and    look    around. 
Everyone looks more prepared 
than you. It's nerve-racking," she 
said. 
But flying and competing, she 
said, "is not something everyone 
else can do." By competing stu- 
dents see their progress and gel 
recognition for their skills. 
"(Flying involves) the same 
nerves as any other sport," 
Warner said. 
Women icers skate to a winning season 
UWomcn's ice hockey 
is more strict than 
men's ice hockey at the 
University. 
By AMYJOL. BROWN 
The B(, News  
Women's Club Ice llockev 
gives female students the oppor- 
tunity to play a sport that is usu- 
ally considered a men's only 
club. 
This past semester the 
women's hockey team has had 
one of their best years. The orga- 
nization has improved, the 
coaching has improved, and the 
team spirit has improved. 
"We've done very well," said 
Wendy Wellman, assistant cap- 
tain. "We've come close or tied 
teams that we shouldn't have." 
The team works together in a 
way it hasn't in ye 
"Winning is verv important, 
but becoming a team is what 
makes the ice hockey experi- 
ence," Wellman said. 
|en Kersanly, captain, said this 
year's team is very committed 
with an upbeat, very positive 
attitude. 
"We're committed at heart," 
she said. 
To the team, hockey is a seri- 
ous sport. Although checking, 
the physical contact between 
players who attempt to block 
each other by stopping the 
other's progress, is not permitted 
in the women's club, physical 
'Hockey is a tough sport, if you can't handle it. you 
shouldn't be out there." 
Wendy Wellman 
rlnrstanrriyftrfri 
aggression does occur. 
"We punch, throw, hit," Well- 
man said. "Just don't get 
caught." 
If a player is caught, the rules 
are strict and the penalties tough. 
If a female hockey player gets 
into a fight with her opponent, 
she's done for the game. Howev- 
er, in men's hockey, fights gener- 
ally mean a penally, not removal 
from the game. 
"Hockey is a tough sport, il 
you can't take it. you shouldn't 
be out there," Wellman said. 
Lenancy in the men's sport 
versus the strictness in the 
women's sport when it comes to 
physical contact is mainly attrib- 
uted to the differences in skill 
level. 
Men's hockey, as a varsity 
sport, is able to recruit players, 
which results in a higher level of 
skill on the team. The women's 
club can't afford to recruit, and 
olten the girls on the team are 
playing in their first organized 
team sport. 
"There is a big discrepancy in 
skill level" on the women's team, 
said Kersanty. Because of the dis- 
crepancy, checking and other 
physical aggression can be 
unsafe and unfair. 
Not only is ice hockey a tough 
sport, but it's also a physical and 
mental challenge. 
"It's one of the fastest games 
you can play," Kersanty said. 
"You always have to be thinking 
and you're constantly skating." 
As a club, the team doesn't 
have the financial support of a 
varsity team. They receive about 
$1000 a year which doesn't begin 
to cover their costs. 
In order to combat their high 
fees, the team buys used equip 
ment, or hand-me-downs. 
"Ice hockey anywhere is the 
most expensive sport to play," 
Wellman said 
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Falcon's pound Grambling 90-48 
□ After struggling 
with a difficult 
practice, the Falcon's 
return with another 
win under their belt. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News  
BLCOMINCTON, Ind. — It 
may have been on the road, but 
the neutral game between Bowl- 
ing Green and Grambling at the 
Indiana Classic seemed more like 
a home court advantage for the 
Falcons. 
The IU crowd roared at the 
introduction o( former Hoosier 
and BG coach Dan Dakich. Those 
remaining from the 90-66 
Hoosier win over Boise State, 
cheered on BG as the home team. 
"When I got the job here, I 
wanted to come back and play 
anytime," Dakich said. "I knew 
we had some young kids here 
and wanted them to play in this 
enviroment. We had some kids 
who played in this environment 
three years ago." 
Junior   Anthony   Stacey   (a 
medical   red-shirt   last   year) 
scored a double-double three 
years     against      the 
Hoosiers.       Stacey's 
experience     in     big 
games      showed 





down after struggling in practice 
the day before. 
■When I got the job here. I wanted to come back 
and play anytime. I knew we had some yowig 
kids here and wanted them to play in this 
enviroment. We had some kids who played in this 
environment three years ago." 
Anthony Stacey led the 
Falcons with 25 points, 
in the 90-48 pounding 
of CSU. 
BG's   defense   helped 
10    first    half    Tiger 
turnovers, which led to 
10 points. 
Center     Kirk 
Cowan   led   the 
defensive charge 





day) we came to 
practice and we 
had  a  horrible 
practice," 
Dakich said. "It 
was like nobody 
could   catch   the 
ball.  It  was like 
everybody     was 
scared to death." 
"So we had a team 
meeting        and        I 
said/Ok, now give me 
a list of all the guys 
that are too scared to 
play  here and  I'm 
not going to play 
you.'" 
Tigers. 
After two quick baskets by the 
GSU, BG open its scoring with 




ble       getting 
open for shots. Junior Dave 
Esterkamp had three steals by 
the half. 
Cowan ended the game 
shooting 5 of 5 from the field 
for 13 points and two steals. 
The Tigers did make a run 
late in the first half. A Chris 
Thomas lay-up with 1:18 left 
brought GSU within 11 points. 
BG continued to roll in the 
second half from the help of the 
Falcon bench. The Falcons held 
GSU scoreless for almost four 
minutes of the final period. Dur- 
^JT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT 
FINDING A GREAT APARTMENT 
FOR NEXT YEAR... 
AND WE'VE COT ONE FOR YOU! 
CHECK OUT THE BEST APARTMENTS IN BG! 
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-836 Scott Hamilton 
-850 Scott Hamilton 
Schmeltz Rental Properties 
IfcflST     B Charlestown Apartments -702 E.Wooster 
nn t™- u.mtM.. .420 Third St. 
-122 Frazee Ave. 
Call or stop by our office today! 
MM Am ManagMitMrt » 641 Third St. SuH« 4 BO * 352-4380 
Mid Am Manor 
-641 Third St 
-702 Third St 
-839 Fourth St. 
-710 Scott Ha ilton 




from a 17- 
point lead 
to a 34- 
point advantage. 
Off the wood, fresh- 
men   1 i'n   Matela   and 
Graham Bunn scored  in 
double digits for the Fal- 
cons. Matela led the team 
with 11 rebounds, five of which 
were offensive. 
bench did a great job and 
really  stayed   focused,' 
1 Stacey  said.  "They espe- 
'ually  clamped  down on 
the defensive end." 
a Come see the Falcons take on the 
Toledo 
^^ Rockets 
TdLEDO        on Jan. 2 
at the Anderson 
Arena 
at 3:00 P.M. 
This Thursday: 
Eddie Shaw and 
The Wolfgang 
Starts at 10:00 
Drink specials all night 
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Keeping his feet on the ground 
U Ken Shoeni, 
groundskeeper, and six 
member staff keep up 
athletic fields. 
By DAN NIED 
 The BG News  
There is one man who stars for 
every outdoor athletic team in 
Bowling Green. He is so impor- 
tant that without him, the foot- 
ball, cross country, soccer, golf 
and baseball programs would 
not exist. He is the cornerstone of 
BGatidetta 
Few know his name. 
Those who do know it shout it 
out among the greats the school 
has known. 
He is Ken Schoeni, the 
groundskeeper tor all BG out- 
door athletic fields. He is one of 
the most respected men on cam- 
Pro drafts offer 
BG athletes 
tempatations 
□ There's more behind 
the money game than 
students realize. 
By G. MICHAEL 
GRAHAM 
The RC. News 
Andy Butler, Bob Niemet, Jell 
Hundley, Drew Niles, Doug 
Schueller, Curtis Valentine and 
Adam Edinger are all student 
athletes at Bowling Green Slate 
University. Just like the other 3 ^ 
percent of the University's stu- 
dent athletes, they came here on 
,i mission to play the sport the) 
grew up loving <md earn a col- 
lege degree. 
But they were all aware that 
an offer from the professional 
ranks could come in and lake 




332 S. Main St. 
(our only office) 
352-5620 
Visit our Website: 
http://www.ncwlovcrcalty.iom 
tttWOTfl 
•709 Fifth Si.:  2 bdrm/2 bath 
•801 & 803 Fifth St.:  2 bdrm 
•309 High St.:  2 bdrm, free gas heat, water & sewer 
•507 & 525 E. Merry St.:  2 bdrm furnished apts., 
across from campus 
•824 Sixth St.:   2 bdrm, free eas heat, water & sewer 
•843 Sixth St.: 2 bdrm/2 bath 
VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS FOR UNDER- 
GRADUATE, GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR 
1 VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE! r 
pus. Never in his office, Schoeni 
is perpetually mastering his job. 
He is in charge of keeping up 
every athletic field on campus. 
From the football stadium to the 
baseball diamonds to the intra- 
mural fields, Schoeni has a never 
ending list of duties. 
"He's the best there ever 
was," BG baseball coach Danny 
Schmitz said. "I've been fortu- 
nate enough to play II years of 
professional baseball and he is 
the best groundskeeper I've been 
around. He's as good as they 
come. He definitely makes my 
job easier." 
While he has won acclaim 
from his co-workers, Schoeni has 
had to work around money 
problems to get the job done. The 
University allots $125,000 for the 
golf course and $67,000 for every 
other athletic area. 
"The hardest thing about my 
job is trying to spread dollars 
throughout the facilities/ 
Schoeni said. "The University 
provides us with grossly insuffi- 
cient funds. We feel bad when 
we can't do things because of 
money, but the University is try- 
ing to save money." 
Schoeni said that to complete- 
ly and efficiently run the athletic 
fields, the University would 
have lo raise golf course funding 
• See GROUNDS, page fifteen. 
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That has been the case for 
baseball pitchers Butler and 
Hundley. Niemet and Jason 
Kelly are two of the players hop- 
ing to be drafted after this sea- 
son, but they are putting team 
goals first, according to BG base- 
ball coach Danny Schmitz. 
"When they come here, they 
are playing for Bowling Green 
Slate University," Schmitz said. 
"They put them (individual 
goals) on the back burner. When 
the team has success, individual 
goals are normally met." 
That was the case when BG 
won the Mid-American Confer- 
ence baseball tournament last 
spring. 
The baseball draft works a lot 
differently compared to the bas- 
ketball and hockey drafts. A per- 
son can be drafted out of high 
school. If he decides to go to col- 


















Your Music Library" 
128 N. Main St. / Downtown BG 
Give the gift 
of music. 
The Gift that 
keeps on giving 
'FIND IT AT FINDERS" 
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Gerling receives freshman of the 
year award for catches achieved 
U Receiver Kurt 
Gerling won the MAC 
Freshman of the year 
award by making 
acrobatic catches 
By DAN NIED 
The BG News 
Kurt Gerling's hands are Ihe 
place where incomplete passes 
go to die. 
The Mid-American Confer- 
ence freshman of the ye.ir daz- 
zled coaches, fans and the media 
alike by twisting and diving all 
year for passes that superman 
would have a hard time catching. 
At times during the Falcons 
season, the receiver almost sin- 
gle-handedly kept Ihe ball in 
BG's hands. 
"Kurt helped our offense out a 
lot," said sophomore quarter- 
back Ricky Schneider. "He kept 
drives alive by making huge 
catches. He's a guy who always 
makes the big play." 
An example of Gerling's 
magic came in Ihe game against 
Ohio. Schneider lofted a pass to 
,i covered Gerling, When the 
pass seemed to be thrown 
behind him and doomed to hit 
the ground, Gerling turned 
around, leapt in the air, snatched 
the ball and fell to the ground 
back first. The catch unleashed 
Gerling's ability to grab unthink- 
able passes. 
The amazing thing is, one 
quarter later, just to prove it was 
not a fluke, he made an identical 
catch. 
It   seemed   that   whenever 
• See AWARD, page fifteen. 
BO News Fnoto/bcott raober 
Kurt Gerling, 4, attempts to catch a pass at a football game this 
season. 
Precision skating 
starts 29th season 
□ The skating team 
competes in national 
compeitions during 
spring semester. 
By DANIELLE HALL 
The BG News  
There is I group thai has been 
at the University for 29 years. yet 
many people do not even know 
they exist. For the past three 
years they have been competing 
in national competitions, but the 
campus rarely hears about them. 
This little-known group is the 
precision skating team, one of 
the University's club sport! 
organizations 
The team is actually a class 
taught by Lona Leek, assistant 
director of the ice arena. Leek 
serves as the head coach, 
although the members of Ihe 
team play a big part in coming 
up with ideas for the choreogra- 
phy and in keeping each other 
motivated. 
According to Leek, the team is 
a member of the Midwest Colle- 
giate Conference, and will be 
participating in a number of 
competitions next semester. 
The conference consists of a 
league of midwestern schools 
that   have   ice  skating  offered 
either in singles or precision 
teams, she said. The schools that 
are involved are Miami, Western 
Michigan, Michigan State, the 
University of Michigan, Ohio 
State University. Penn State, 
Notre Dame and BGSU. 
The team will also be partici- 
pating in the United States Fig- 
ure Skating Association Nation- 
als in Tampa,  Fla. This  is the 
same organization that holds Ihe 
nationals seen on television, 
according to I ei k 
She also said that the Univer- 
sity's team has to go through the 
same qualifying procedures as 
the people seen on television 
Last year Ihe University's 
team won Vd place in Ihe colle 
gi.ile division, and in 1997 they 
won 2nd place. 
The teams are |udged on a 6.0 
scale; the .same way that skating 
is judged at the Olympics, with a 
6.0 being Ihe highest. 
According to Leek, one ol the 
team's major goals is to recruit 
nev< skaters They are trying to 
do so both through the routines 
they perform and the program 
itself. 
There are 18 skaters on Ihe 
team right now, and most of 
them were on teams before com- 
ing to the University. They all 
have different styles and are at 
• See SKATING, page fifteen. 
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THE FRICKIN CHICKEN' 
•eaaiissasaaaswasieaaaiaai 
-20c Wings on Tuesdays 
-Our Wings are Better 
-Hours 11am - 2:30am 
Everyday 
(Serve food until 1:30am) 
1720E. WoosterSt. 
419-354-2000 
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►CKEY- MONEY 
■tinurd from page ten. 
he   students   remain   either 
Ifferent or negative 
f 1 think people need to realize 
[are a young team," Des|arlais 
p. ''We are going to make mis 
fhe team, instead of focusing 
the negative aspects of the 
|h. ism, turn it into a positive 
"II the) ilon't like us, we will 
It prove to them that we are a 
(tier team than they think we 
Murphy   said.   "We   are 
rig to definitely prove it in the 
xt year." 
It is very possible to have the 
worst season in school history 
and be able to recover. And the 
team is bouncing back, currently 
holding 7th place in the CCHA. 
It playoffs started tomorrow, B(i 
would be the seventh seed in one 
oi the toughest conferences in the 
nation. 
Hockey has been a big part of 
my life here I wanted other stu- 
dents to have an experience of 
cheering for a team and experi- 
encing good hockey. It is time to 
get a good fan base going here. 
.WARDS 
Dntinued from page fourteen. 
rhneider or senior quarterback 
Niemel needed a comple- 
n, Gerling was there with his 
cuum-like hands. 
"I'm not as fast as I could be," 
erling said about his abilities. 
But I always seem to make the 
atches I shouldn't make." 
VA redshirt freshman, Gerling 
|rew   up   in  Sterling  Heights, 
rtich.   At   Henry   Ford   High 
chool, he lettered in track and 
basketball as well as football. He 
ptarted as receiver as a sopho- 
nore in  high school,  breaking 
chool records for yards in a 
game and helping Henry Ford to 
i Class AA state playoff berth. 
A big part of his athletic career 
came from his family. 
"My parents are extremely 
Isupportive of me," Gerling said. 
• "They've been to every high 
■ school and college game that I've 
I played in." 
At the core of Gerling's drive 
I to succeed is a sibling rivalry. His 
I older brother Eric went to Sagi- 
Inaw Valley State to play tight 
end before transferring to Michi- 
gan State. 
"My brother and I always 
played backyard football," he 
said. "All my life I've just want- 
ed to top him. That has always 
been my inspiration to do well." 
In his first year with regular 
playing time, Gerling did better 
than anyone, including him or 
his brother, could have thought. 
He finished the year with 34 
receptions, 6 touchdowns, a 19.3 
yards per reception average and 
59.6 reception yards per game. 
He led the team in each category. 
"He just gives this offense 
great confidence," said starting 
guard Mark Kautzman. "He 
gives us a great  lift with the 
catches he makes. He has bailed 
us out more than once." 
Gerling atlributers much of 
his success this year to fellow 
receiver Will Sullivan and wide 
receivers coach Dino Dawson. 
"Coach Dawson and I didn't 
really see eye to eye at the begin- 
ning of the year," Gerling said. 
"But we seemed to click towards 
the middle of the year. He really 
helped me become a better play- 
er." 
Because of his amazing ability 
to coral footballs like wild hors- 
es, Gerling was named the best 
freshman in the MAC this year 
as well as earning second team 
all- MAC honors. 
"The award gives me a great 
boost of confidence for .next 
year." he said. "I hope to gel bel- 
ter as my career progresses and 
get at least First Team all-MAC 
next year. But most of all. I just 
want to help this team win the 
MAC championship." 
Some important people think 
that Gerling has the ability to do 
anything he wants. 
"He has great hands, runs 
good routes, has tremendous 
timing, and great leaping abili- 
ty," BG head coach Gary Black- 
ney said of his new star. "When 
the ball is in the air. It's like 
catching a basketball rebound for 
Kurt, he just has this innate abili- 
ty to gel the ball. He will be one 
of the best receivers in the MAC 
in years to come. He is already a 
dominating player." 
Continued from page thirteen. 
lege, he has to wail until after his 
junior season before becoming 
Jralteligible. II he is drafted 
after his junior year or when he 
turns 21, he has the option to 
sign or stick around tor his 
senior season. 
The baseball team's MAC 
Tournament championship was 
a big reason lor the draft of three 
players. The Anaheim Angels 
drafted Hundley while Butler 
plays for Minnesota and Niles 
itor Florida. 
I "Drew and I wanted to go out 
iwinners," Hundley said when 
tasked about his decision to 
forego his senior year. "(But) 
•We're still going to school. We 
Iplan to finish." 
I Butler agreed. 
I "It was like a dream come 
..true," Butler said. "It was tough 
lleaving the guys. I talked with 
my family and friends before 
imaking the decision." 
I Niles, Butler and Hundley 
twanted to check out a few things 
ibefore signing contracts. Most, 
they wanted their organizations 
to pay for school. They wanted 
something to fall back on in case 
baseball did not work out. 
Schmit/ also said they wanted 
to see who else was drafted into 
the organization because of cer- 
tain politics involved. If one 
player signs tor 10 million but 
the other signs for one million, 
then the first player might play 
more. 
The hockey draft may be even 
more complicated. A player has 
to be between the ages of 18-20 to 
be drafted. For three current fal- 
con hockey players, that is the 
case in Valentine (Vancouver), 
Edinger (New York Islanders) 
and Schueller (Florida). 
Like    Schmit/.    BG   hockey 
coa^h Buddy Powers also 
believes people should come 
here to earn the degree. He said 
to look at things from this stand- 
point. Imagine The New York 
Times coming to BG and asking a 
writer to begin working for them 
for $50,000 a year. He said it 
would be hard to turn down. But 
there is an extra incentive people 
do not realize. Organizations will 
also pay for schooling. 
"Our program has been one 
thai has turned out a lot of guys 
with the ability to play pro," 
Powers said. "There's a couple 
different dynamics involved. 
That's what kids playing pro 
sports are looking at," Powers 
said "There's huge amounts ot 
money — money you can't make 
in a lifetime." 
Powers said former Falcons 
currently in the NHL such as 
Mike Johnson lor Toronto and 
Brian Hotzinger of Buffalo came 
back and finished classes. Since 
there are currently 30 teams, 
teams need talented players. 
"I just play until they sign me 
or I trv to make another team via 
free agency,'' Edinger said. "If 
they're really your friends, that's 
not really an issue." 
Schueller likes the friends he's 
made at BG. 
"At college, there's not a lot of 
worries (about) getting cut," 
Schueller said. "On the pro level, 
if you're not doing well, they 
send you down to lower ranks. 
Here, it's more fun and easygo- 
ing." 
GROUNDS- 
Continued from page thirteen. 
to about $200,000. The $67,000 
spent in the rest of the fields 
would have to be doubled. 
The money would go for 
chemicals, tools and machines 
that would increase the quality 
of the fields. Many of the 
machines his crew is currently 
using are over 20 years old. 
Schoeni has been the 
groundskeeper at BG since 1965, 
the year that the football stadi- 
um, hockey arena, and outdoor 
track were built. He and his crew 
of six men have been taking care 
of every maintenance and 
sewage problem that has arisen 
on any BG field for 33 years. 
Longer than most of the student 
body has been alive. 
With his dedication to the ath- 
letic program comes his alle- 
giance to the Bowling Green 
community. Schoeni is the man. 
Each of his five children were 
raised in Bowling Green and 
attended BGSU. 
"Bowling Green is a great 
place to raise a family," Schoeni 
said. "There are many good peo- 
ple around the city. The atmos- 
phere of the community justifies 
the people who live here." 
His colleagues agree that 
Schoeni values the community 
more than most things in life. 
"He loves living in Bowling 
Green and working for the uni- 
versity," golf course supervisor 
Kurt  Thomas  said.   "Ken  just 
loves   everything   about   this ' 
area." 
Thomas said that Schoeni is 
the epitome of a hard working 
man who loves his job. Without 
him athletics at BG would have 
to struggle to find adequate 
fields to battle on. 
"He is the hardest working 
man I've ever been associated 
with," Thomas said. "He is an all 
around gentleman, a great guy 
and an all around great friend." 
They say that behind every 
great man there is a great 
woman. Well, behind every BG 
team, there is Ken Schoeni, 
working hard to ensure the best 
for the athletes. 
SKATING- 
Continued from page fourteen. 
different levels, so it can be a 
challenge at times to try and 
bring them all together. Leek 
said. 
"It's a team, so you can func- 
tion with some strong players 
and weak players," she said. "It 
takes a lot of repetition to gel it to 
look like a unit." 
Another goal of the team is to 
become a varsity sport, accord- 
ing to the club's president. 
Meredith Eland. 
Eland, a junior sport manage- 
ment major, has been on the 
team for two years and would 
like to see the club's status 
raised. 
Many of the teams that BG 
competes against are varsity 
teams, which means that all of 
their expenses are paid for by the 
school. The BG team, on the 
other hand, pays for everything 
on their own. Eland said. 
The team will be holding a 
Pancake Breakfast in February in 
order to raise money for the trip 
to the national competition. Tick- 
ets will be available from any 
team member or at the door the 
morning of the breakfast. 
Despite the problems with 
funding, and the occasional diffi- 
culty of bringing everyone 
together in a routine. Eland said 
that being a member of the team 
is very enjoyable. 
"It's a lot of fun," she said. 
"We all get along really well." 
For more information on the 
pancake breakfast, or for infor- 
mation on joining the team, call 
Lona Leek at 372-7235. 
Have a safe and happy winter break! 
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Priest called to administer 
last rites    to Joe DiMaggio 
U DiMaggio b condition docs not 
improve after waking from coma. 
The Associated Press 
IH)I.LYW(X)I). Fla. — Joe DiMaggio's condi- 
tion dramatically improved today after doctors 
changed the way they administered an antibiotic, 
allowing the baseball great to sit up in bed a day 
after he slipped into a coma. 
"It's an unbelievable improvement," Dr. Earl 
Barren said this morning. "He was awake and he 
was talking to us.... He is back to where he was on 
Thanksgiving Day." 
He said doctors were considering upgrading 
DiMaggio's condition from critical to serious. He 
said DiMaggio's temperature and white blood cell 
count both dropped dramatically. 
The improvement was credited to a decision to 
give him the antibiotic Rifampin intravenously 
instead of orally to fight his lung infection. 
"If this discovery had not been made we would 
not be talking about a live person," Barron said. 
DiMaggio's recovery began Friday when he sur- 
prised physicians by awakening from a worrisome 
coma. 
DiMaggio's family — including his brother, 
Dom; grandchildren Kafhy and Paula; and long- 
time friend and lawyer Morris Engelberg — had 
been spending time at his bedside. 
"We're near the end," Engelberg said when con- 
ditions looked bleak. 
The family signed a "do not resuscitate" order. 
DiMaggio underwent surgery for lung cancer 
on Oct. 14. Since then, he has had serious setbacks 
and stunning improvements — his doctor charac- 
terized them last week as "two steps forward and 
one back." 
Fluid was drained from his lungs several times 
and his blood pressure dropped so rapidly on Nov. 
16 that a Catholic priest was summoned to admin- 
ister last rites. 
1 w 
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Monday, December 14, 1998 
rkroMk Wednesday, December 16,1991     Hours ol Operation 
Coffee Shop 7:00 a m. • 11 00 p.m. 
Falcon's Nest line. Breakfast 7:30 a.m. • 10:30 a.m. 
Falcon's Nest Line, Lunch II :00 a.m. • 1:30 p.m. 
Fokon's Nest line, Dinner 5:00 p.m. • 7:00 p.m. 
Falcon's Nest Grl 11:00 o.m. • 11:00 p.m. 
Pizza Outlet 11:00 a.m. • 3:00 a.m. 
Bowl & Greenery 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m. (dosed Dinner) 
Pheasant Room 11:30o.m. -1:30 p.m. (dosed Dinner) 
Proof Cafeteria 10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Itosaay, December 17,1998 Hours of Operation 
Coffee Shop 7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m. 
Falcon's Nest Line, Breakfast 7:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m. 
Fokon's Nest line, lunch 11:00 a.m. • 1:30 p.m. 
Fokon's Nest line. Dinner Closed 
Fokon's Nest Grid 11:00 a.m. - 
Ptzza Outter 11:00 a.m. -1 
Bowl & Greenery.  11:30 a.m. -1 
PheasontRoom 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m. (dosed Dinner) 
Piout Cafeteria  
11:00 pm 
1:00 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. (dosed Dinner) 
Friday, December 18,1998 Hours of Operation 
Coffee Shop 7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Fokon's Nest Line, Breakfast Closed 
Fokon's Nest line, lunch 11 30 a.m. -1:30 p.m. 
Fokon's Nest line, Dinner Closed 
Fokon's Nest Grl 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Pizza Outlet Closed 
Bowl & Greenery 11 30 a.m. • 1:30 p.m. (dosed Dinner) 
PheasontRoom 11:30o.m.-l:30p.m (dosedDinner) 
Pi out Cafeteria Closed 
Saturday, December 19,1998 Hours of Operation 
Fokon's Nest Gnll 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Sendav, December 20,1998        A 
throee* January 3,1999 ^       Hours of Operation 
Student Union dosed 
Monday, Jemmy 4, 1999 
through January 9,1998 Hours of Operation 
Coffee Shop 7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Fokon's Nest line 11:00 a.m. • 1:30 p.m 
Coffee Shop 7:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Saturday, Joneory 9,1998 Hours of Operation 
Student Uroon   Closed 
Here comes Santa! 
0OT 




Associated Press Photo 
More than 400 crew members of the Sea Princess 
dressed as Santa Clous for their arrival Mondaay, Into 
Port Everglades at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. aboard the new 
77,000-ton passenger ship. 
All I want for 
Christmas is a 
game to play 
U There is little to 
celebrate at NBA 
Christmas party. 
Associated Press  
NEW YORK -- The NBA 
instituted another lockout of 
sorts Monday, closing its official 
store to the public for almost four 
hours so it could hold its annual 
Christmas party 
Commissioner David Stern 
■Mended, but there was little lc> 
celebrate as the lockout claimed 
more games, threatened more 
jobs and was about to cost the 
players another paycheck. 
The league said more than 100 
employees have left the NBA 
office since the lockout began, 
cutting the Mail In about 750. 
Spokesman Brian Mclnlyre 
said all the workers left voluntar- 
ily, and Stem said some of the 
remaining employees could face 
layoffs if the season is canceled. 
The league has had a hiring 
freeze and payroll freeze since 
July 1, and Stem has not been 
drawing his salary. 
"We're still hoping to make a 
deal, so we haven't contemplat- 
ed that yet. But obviously that 
would affect the situation dra- 
matically," Stem said. 
"Right now, we're 125 posi- 
tions reduced from where we 
were in June through attrition 
and the elimination of part-time 
work and the like.'' Stern said. 
"We're achieving very successful 
i ulh.it ks without mandating lay- 
offs." 
Tuesday also will be the third 
mined payday for the players. 
A constant throng of holiday 
shoppers stopped outside the 
new NBA Store on Fifth Avenue, 
but they were turned away by a 
pair of league employees stand- 
ing guard at the door 
The store, which sells a variety 
of basketball merchandise, was 
closed to the public from 2:1^ 
p.m. until about 6 p.m. for the 
NBA office party. 
"I was going to buy a shirt lor 
my son, but 1 can't because they 
are dated," Mid Robert Gam 
Kir deli.!, an electrician from Sl.it 
en Island. "They must be having 
a good year in order to close the 
store. Why didn't they just have 
it after hours?" 
Almost all league employees 
have been instructed not to 
speak to the media regarding the 
lockout. However, a handful said 
they were not concerned about 
having to find employment else- 
where. 
"No. Not at all," said employ- 
ee Johnnie Banks. "I'm not wor- 
ried." 
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ielf-improvement is main goal of resolutions 
J.S. tradition brings 
kanges with each new 
par. 
By IVY CHIN 
The BC News  
1999 is approaching. Many 
fcople have already started 
■inking about whal kind ol 
lew    Year's    resolution    they 
should make this year. 
Some people may not know 
whether making a New Year's 
resolution is part of the Ameri- 
can culture or international cul- 
ture. 
According to assistant profes- 
sor o( Popular Culture Angela 
Nelson, this is probably a part of 
American culture, and it is part 
of the tradition that many Amer- 
icans do each year 
She explained the main reason 
"People want to make corrections in their 
lives and lifestyles." 
Matthew Donahue 
American cultural sludres doctorate student 
that motivates people to make 
New   Year's   resolutions   is   to 
change their lives to feel or look 
better and have belter health. 
"For example,  people  make 
resolutions like exercise more, 
lose weight, slop smoking, go to 
church and read the Bible more 
often," Nelson said. "It's about 
self-improvement and  to be a 
better person." 
Matthew Donahue, an Ameri- 
can cultural studies doctorate 
student, said he was not sure 
whether making New Year s res 
olution is an American tradition. 
But he knows that it is a tradition 
in the United States that has been 
going on for a long time. 
He said people feel that New 
Year's allows them to start fresh 
for another year, therefore they 
• See NEW, page twenty. 
iG resident named 
;his year's Santa Claus 
For the sixth year in a row, Floyd 
latheny will play Santa at 
Woodland Mall. 
By WENDY SUTO 
 The BG News  
Imagine a child who is anxiously waiting in line 
)«ee a jolly old man dressed in black boots and a 
bright red coat for the very first time. 
Because that jolly man enjoys being with chi- 
ldren, the children are not afraid to tell him about 
I their Christmas wishes. 
Floyd Matheny, a resident of Bowling Green, has 
[been chosen to represent this year's Santa Claus at 
I Woodland Mall in Bowling Green. He took on the 
I job in 1993 when the mall was looking to fill the 
position. Matheny became aware of the position 
because his wife owns a store in the mall. He said 
it is voluntary. 
Laurie Aspen, the Woodland Mall administra- 
tive assistant, said Matheny was chosen because of 
his love for children and because he has a gentle 
personality. 
I [e ever) wears his own Santa suit rather than 
the mall's suit," Aspen said. 
Back in 1993, Matheny had a lot of uncertainty 
when he first played the role of Santa. Since then, 
he said he has saved several of the "wish lists" chil- 
dren have given him each year. 
"1 wasn't sure how it was going to turn out or 
what was going to happen," Matheny said. 
He wanted to play the role of Santa because hav- 
ing had grandchildren, he said their excitement 
and joys of his grandchildren puts everything in an 
entirely different perspective. In his off-season as 
•< 
• See SANTA, page nineteen. 
BG Newt Photo/JASON SUGGS 
Floyd Matheny listens to Sam Chase, 7, while he tells Santa 









































First Floor Apis $550.00/monlh + utilities 
2nd &3rd Floor $900.00/monll\ + utilities 
Bring in this ad and receive 




445 LWooster* 354-5203 
"In the Vault" 
Tattoo & Body Piercing 
Hospital type sterilization/health department licensed 
B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop. 
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Community crawls to bar for races 
iJ Every Tuesday 
Downtown Sports Bar 
sponsers crab races 
with customers who 
choose their crab and 
name it. 
By ERIN BERGER 
The BG News 
Last Tuesday night Down- 
town Sports Bar and Deli was 
full of people hanging out, eat- 
ing, drinking and ... watching lit- 
tle crabs race across a table. 
If one has never heard of this 
tradition,  it   may  seem 
out ot the ordinary, but 
to those involved in il, 
the Tuesday, 
night       crab 
races        at 
Downtown 
are    jusl     ,i 
good time 
According to Matt O'Malley, 
. who owns the crabs and has the 
exclusive right to run the races, 
the tradition began about 10 
years ago. A Bowling Green resi- 
dent, O'Malley is the third per- 
son to run these races. 
O'Malley said the races begin 
every Tuesday around 10:30 
p.m., when people can come in 
and pick out their crabs. Anvone 
can participate in the races freeol 
charge, and sometimes as many 
as 40 or 50 people show up, 
2  according        to 
JCTMalle) 
*—        Each crab 
'has a  num- 




picks a crab, they get 
name that crab. 
Actual      races      begin 
around   11  p.m. O'Malley 
said there are 15 preliminary 
races and then five semi-linal 
races with three crabs each. 
For the first races, all ol the 
crabs are put in the middle 01 a 
, round  table 
jand 
whichever     It 
'edge    of 
He      table 
^/lirst wins the race 
While the races are going on, 
O'Malley Is at the microphone 
doing commentary and his part 
ner, Jason Armstrong, is working 
as the D). He is a senior liberal 
arts major. He has been helping 
with the races for two months 
Armstrong also has a squirt 
gun He squirts anyone who tries 
to interfere with the crabs. 
Jennifer    Partin,    senior 
interpersonal communica- 
tions major, participated in the 
races for the first lime last Tues- 
day. 
"I just came with a couple ol 
friends to blow off some steam 
I See CRAB, page twenty. 
Local bands take 
unique approach 
i-l BG bars are out-of- 
touch with needs of 
local bands so they are 
creating their own 
scene. 
By JOHN WENZEL 
The BO News  
Investing in a local music 
scene can be a difficult thing to 
do, especially if the scene has lit- 
tle outside visibility and few 
venues at which to manifest 
itself. 
Bowling Green's local music 
scene has had ils surges of popu- 
larity and obscurity over the past 
few years, but by and large, it has 
remained under-appreciated and 
overlooked. The large amount of 
rock-oriented bar bands thai 
play out regularly tends to 
underscore the fact that musical 
diversity doesexisl in town. Jazz, 
blues, folk and other musical 
forms are represented but often 
ignored in the local scene. 
Matt Gengler, formerly of the 
local rock mainstay Mote, notes 
thai innovative live music in 
Bowling Green can seem to be 
hard to come by. 
"There's not very manv bars 
thai are into what's going on," 
Gengler said. 
And 'what's going on' is a 
reaction to the apathy of some 
• See ALOHA, page twenty. 
Photo Provided 
Aloha consisting of (I to r) Matt Gengler, Tony Cavlllario, Eric Koltnow and Anthony Buehrer. 
AMERICA READS - BG 
Now Hiring for Spring Semester! 
Tutors are needed to help teach children how to read. 
Flexible scheduling - you choose your hours. 
Hiring ends January 18,1999 
Must be Federal Work Study eligible. 
Come in to the office to sign up. We're located in office #531 in the 




112 MERCER & WOOSTER 
354-6500 354-6500 
THANK YOU!      _^Tnn  JV     THANK YOU! 





Pizio's are Ready-to-Gol 
with Cheese        with Pepperoni 
-I MEDIUM SO"    $3~ 
No substitution*   Round pizzas only   Limti 4 pizzas   Vafcd at lh» Unit Cassars location only 
■   -*-- ■ - CarryouloiVY   So-ry noram enaefcs   ^ ^ ^. 
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5ANTA- 
Continued from page seventeen. 
anla Claus, Malheny is retired. 
"As adults, we lend to lose 
[those feelings of being a kid," 
■ Matheny said. "When I see their 
■excitement, I get caught up in it 
|.ill myself." 
Aspen chooses the men to 
Iplay Santa Claus at the mall each 
lyear. She said they require thai 
I the men they hire like children 
land know how to talk with them 
ISanta also cannot promise the 
[children anything, just that he 
[ will try. 
While Aspen said age doesn't 
make a difference while choos- 
ing Santas, they've found that 
older men are preferred because 
they fit the part more than 
younger men due to having gray 
facial hair or gray hair. 
"Children these days are 
wiser," Aspen said. "They notice 
when Santa doesn't have gray 
eyebrows or isn't chubby." 
She said that they have had a 
few college students, because 
they have either worked in sum- 
mer camps with children or were 
in costumes at amusement parks. 
Children mostly enjoy that 
Santa pretends to recognize them 
OOPS! 
Associated Press Photo 
A Russian boy falls from a sleigh on Moscow's Poklonnaya 






1540 E. Wooster St. • 1050 S. Main St 
Receive a FREE ~j&' 
■sandwich with the] ^v 
purchase of any j «j* 
value meal       ' i$ 
Musi be of equal or lesser value    | £.: 
Good at Bowling Green. North     ' 5| 
Baltimore, Fostoria locations Only 
Expires 1/31/99 
when he says something like, 
"Oh my goodness! I've been 
waiting here for you all along!" 
Matheny said they love to be 
greeted with open arms. 
As Santa, he tries not to fabri- 
cate too much with kids. It is not 
his place to make promises or 
give advice, but just to listen to 
them. 
"Some children only get lis- 
tened to during these times," 
Matheny said. "Their minds real- 
ly click because they know what 
they want." 
He has not had any bad expe- 
riences  so far,  but  a  girl  once 
asked him to bring her father 
back because her parents had 
gotten divorced. 
"My heart really goes out to 
them," Matheny said. "1 just lis- 
ten to them and hope that every- 
thing straightens out for them." 
He said that it is not just chil- 
dren who come to see Santa; it is 
also college students who get 
group pictures with friends or as 
a dating couple. 
"They have the excitement of 
Christmas in them too," Mathe- 
ny said. 
Each year, there is a trend of 
what is currently being commer- 
cialized, so many children ask 
for the same things. Matheny 
said one girl had asked him for a 
pony. Out of the corner of his 
eye, the father nodded to signal 
that his daughter was indeed 
receiving a pony for Christmas. 
Matheny said those interested 
in playing the role of Santa 
should have, above everything 
else, a great love of children. 
They should be patient and have 
expectations of wondering what 





Starting Jan. 4 
lkipp\ Hour 
7:00-9:00 
..      Ml       - Monday 
Monday Nitro 
Pile Driver, Camel Clutch, Stone Cold Stunner 
and Many More Powerful Shots 
Tuesday 
Bar & Restaurant Appreciation Night 
Wednesday 
Phishin with Dave 
Thursday 
Fish Bowl Specials 
Friday & Saturday 
Draft Specials 
All This Week Special Guest Star 
Mark Miller "Lord Of The Dance" 
532 E. Wooster ..3.52-2.447 
r* 
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ALOHA  
Continued from page eighteen, 
bars and audiences to entertain 
the thought of new forms of 
music. Because of this, some 
local bands opt to play shows at 
their house, sometimes bringing 
in national acts to headline the 
performance. 
Aloha, a relatively new addi- 
tion to the local scene, is one such 
band. Forming about a week 
before fall semester of 1997, the 
band consists of Tony Cavailario 
(vocals, guitar). Matt Gengler 
(bass, vocals), Eric Koltnow 
(vibraphone, synthesizer) and 
Anthony Buehrer (drums). 
The respective members of 
Aloha are not newcomers to the 
local scene, all having served 
lime in such groups as Hey, 
Dummy, Spaceship 9 and Pistol 
Project, among others. And 
because of this experience, they 
have faith that they can accom- 
plish their musical goals, even in 
a place like Bowling Green. 
"I like Ohio and Michigan and 
this area," Gengler said. "I think 
some of the coolest bands come 
from around here. Sink the West 
Coast, we are a Mid-West band." 
- Aloha has alliances with 
many area bands, including 
some from Ann Arbor and Tole- 
do. They've played house shows 
with Lovesick (Ann Arbor), 
Shuttlecock (Toledo) and even 
The Dismemberment Plan 
(Washington DC). The Dismem- 
berment Plan, in fact, is a band 
that made the jump last year 
from their indie label Desoto to 
the corporate mammoth Inter 
scope Records. 
Gengler notes the Dismem- 
berment Plan show, which 
occurred a little over a year ago, 
as one of the highlights of being 
in Aloha. 
"That and being able to go on 
tour for nine days," he said. 
Another upcoming project 
Aloha has been working on is its 
7" single to be released in early 
January on Ann Arbor's West- 
side Audio Laboratory label. 
Fred Thomas, from the Ann 
Arbor band Lovesick, is the mas- 
termind behind Westside Audio 
Lab. The three-song record will 
feature   the   somewhat   pop- 
sounding titles, "Once More 
With Feeling," "Summer of the 
Breakup" and "Love Dove Da." 
Recorded at 40 Ounce sound 
in Ann Arbor by the lale |til 
Streadwick (who also recorded 
the Mote 7"), the single has been 
in the works since last spring. 
"(Streadwick) gave Mote the 
most I could have ever expected, 
and that's what he did with this 
(Aloha 7")," Gengler said. 
After playing a show in Michi- 
gan for the 7" release, Gengler 
added that Aloha plans to record 
and release a full-length LP 
sometime in the spring, among 
other projects. 
"But we need to find a place to 
record and money to pay for it," 
Gengler said. 
The musical diversity that 
comes through in Aloha's music 
speaks to the growing variety of 
music in Bowling Green. The 
band incorporates soft vibra- 
phones into its breakneck drum- 
beats and frenetic guitar work. 
While their sound has definite 
affinities with the indie-rock 
genre in general, and bands like 
Sunny Day Real Estate and Tor- 
toise in particular, pinpointing it 
is difficult. 
"It's not exactly rock n roll, 
but it comes from the same 
place," Gengler said. "We're all 
in our 20's and all four of us have 
radio shows (on WBGU), so you 
can kind of see that in our music. 
But I don't know why we sound 
like we sound." 
CRAB 
Continued from page eighteen. 
Partin said. "I only have a week 
and a half of school left." 
Travis McAffee, senior com- 
puter arts major, said he comes to 
the crab races a lot. 
"It's something different," he 
said. "Something to do instead of 
going to a bar and having a 
choice of standing against the 
wall or dancing." 
He said he has won eight or 
nine times. 
Matt   Anderson,   a   senior 
,0^ 
majoring in international busi- 
ness and finance, thinks people 
come to the races because the 
races are "interesting and 
unique."' 
Armstrong agreed, "No where 
else has anything like this." 
According to O'Malley, at the 
end of the races three prizes are 
given. First place receives $2">, 
second a crab race t-shirt, and 
third a gag gift. There is also a 
best and worst name contest and 
a Domino's pizza raffle. 
O'Malley said he has about 40 
crabs, which come from Pel 
Place. He keeps them in a 50-gal- 
lon aquarium in his apartment 
"Everyone should come and 
check out the races at least on< t 
Armstrong said. 
NEW 
Continued from page seventeen. 
make New Year's resolution to 
bring positive changes into their 
lives 
"People want to make correc- 
tions in their lives and lifestyles," 
Donahue said. 
However, he said he could not 
be sure whether people keep the 
resolutions. It is hard for some 
people to keep them, he 
explained. 
"I hope they keep it," Don- 
ahue said. "However, it depends 
on the people. It is hard for some 
people to quit smoking or drink- 
ing. As long as they make a little 
effort to make the resolution 
happen, it is better than nothing 
at all." 
Nelson agreed with that it is 
difficult for some people to keep 
the resolution. It requires disci- 
pline, diligence and patience, she 
explained. 
"If you're not consistently say- 
ing to yourself 'I'm going to do it 
no matter what comes up', 
you're not going to do it," Nel- 
son said. 
She further explained that a 
lot of people make resolutions 
based on excitement. Therefore, 
people who lack discipline, dili- 
gence or patience will not keep 
their resolutions when it is a bad 
day. 
She also said that Americans 
like things fast, which is also part 
of the culture. For example, the 
invention of the microwave is to 
make food faster; people always 
like faster computers. These are 
examples  that  show  people's 
lack of patience. 
"However, when they make 
resolutions like to quit smoking 
or lose weight, results don't 
come fast," Nelson said. "Many 
people lose patience and turn off 
That's why people cannot keep 
their resolutions'' 
Nelson gave some typical 
examples of New Year's Resolu- 
tions that people often make, 
such as losing weight, quilting 
smoking, eating nutritiously and 
exercising more. For a lot ot 
Christians, they will make rcso 
lulions like reading the Bible and 
praying to God more often lor 
students, they want to turn in 
assignments on time, have per- 
fect attendance, and not drink or 
party as much. 
Nelson's personal New Year's 
resolutions are to spend more 
time in prayer, reading the Bible 
and spend more quality time 
with her husband. 
Donahue agreed with Nelson 
that a lot of people make resolu- 
tions such as to quit smoking, 
drink less alcohol, not eat so 
much or make a lot of money. 
"People make resolutions thai 
are personal to the individuals." 
Donahue said. "Hopefully, even- 
tually, humanity will make reso- 
lutions such as free energy, free 
food, clean water and affordable 
housing for everybody on the 
planet, instead of for individual 
betterment only." 
He said that his personal New 
Year's resolution is to continue lo 
be creative in his art, music, writ- 
ing and to help others and 
inspire through creativity. 
There's Always Something New In Classifieds 
INTERNET ADDRESS http://www.lcpt.com 
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Packing away to 
return home 
□ Astronauts pack to 
I come home but 
weather doubtful. 
The Associated Press 
CAPE C ANAVKRAL, Fla. - 
Still aglow over Iheir space sta- 
tion handiwork. Endeavour's 
astronauts were in a holiday 
mood Monday as they packed 
for the trip home. 
"We are feeling terrific," 
Nancy Carrie radioed down. 
"We are ready to start packing 
and coming home to see our 
families just in time for Christ- 
mas. Can't be more pleased with 
the way the mission's gone." 
Space shuttle Endeavour is 
scheduled to land at Kennedy 
Space Center late Tuesday, nearly 
12 days after blasting off on 
NASA's  first  station-assembly 
mission. Cloudy skies could 
interfere. 
Currie needs to get back fast 
— she has Christmas shopping 
to do. 
"Considering we went into 
quarantine on Thanksgiving 
Day, I wasn't looking that far 
ahead," explained, Currie, who 
has an 11-year-old daughter. 
With two toddlers at home, 
James Newman has more to buy, 
too, even though he was busy 
wrapping Christmas presents 
right up until the crew's Dec. 4 
launch. 
The six astronauts enjoyed a 
break following Sunday's release 
of the 77-foot international space 
station, which trailed the shuttle 
by more than 300 miles Monday 
night. 
Flight controllers in Houston 
and Moscow monitored the sta- 
tion, as they will throughout its 
expected 15-year lifetime. 
Associated Press Photo 
The international space station Is visible against the Earth as the space shuttle Endeavor moves 
away from the orbiting structure. 
Foreign students 
granted free ride 
by Ohio taxpayers €AE 
^5 University Dining Services 
=*    Fall SMMIUI Ireak 
■yr-,\ Hours of Operation 
3530988 
LI Students overseas 
win big with Ohio 
scholarships. 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO — When he's at 
home, Mohandas Ayikara works 
for the India Oil Corp. in Banglo- 
re, India. But for now he lives in 
Toledo and spends most of his 
time in the University of Toledo's 
engineering building. 
Ayikara, 35, is studying to get 
his master's degree in chemical 
engineering. He arrived in 
August and plans to return to his 
wife and child in India next fall. 
When he leaves he can thank the 
taxpayers of Ohio for a free edu- 
cation. 
He is not alone. 
Free tuition to students from 
developing nations like China 
and India is a key component in 
all of Ohio's publicly supported 
graduate schools. Most universi- 
ties tie their assistance to specific 
fellowships, so students get their 
tuition paid and nceivc i 
stipend of about $1,000 a month 
as payment for working on 
research projects or helping pro- 
fessors teach class. 
At the University of Toledo, 
.631 foreign. graduate students 
have full or partial tuition schol- 
arships. Many aren't required to 
do research, leach classes, or 
write a thesis, The Blade report- 
ed Sunday. 
Tuition waivers for foreign 
graduate students cost the uni- 
versity nearly $6 million a year in 
revenue. They cost the state even 
more. 
The Ohio Board of Regents 
reported that for fiscal year 1996, 
Ohio spent $465 million to subsi- 
dize graduate students. Of that, 
$74 million went to foreign stu- 
dents. 
One member of the Ohio 
Board of Regents said that 
should stop. 
"I have a problem with people 
coming from out of state or out 
of country, and we subsidize 
them and they immediately 
upon graduation leave the state," 
said Tom Noe, of Waterville. 
"Those taxpayer dollars could 
be used to increase undergradu- 
ate enrollment." 
Some universities are making 
changes in funding. The Medical 
College of Ohio in the 1997-98 
school year had more than 400 
international applicants for 25 
graduate school slots...    
^fl  YEARS Zvj, 
PARTY 
Featuring 
■ Opens at 8:00p.m. 
• Cover includes snacks and munchies 
• Champagne at midnight 
$ 10 cover at the door 
Dining Centers: 
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SERVICES OFFERED 
leam guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musi- 
cian/instructor with master's degree from 
BGSU For more into contact creative arts 
program 372-fll 77 
Pregnant' Free pregnancy tests 
Confidential A caring 




UAO sponsored Spring Break Trip to Cancun 
tor only 1680.001! Deposit of $180 00 is due by 
Dee. 16. 1096 in 330 Student Uncn. For more 
intormaDon or questions call' 372-2343. 
SUN.SANO.ANDYOUii 
UAO il sponsoring the Spring Break Trip to 
Cancun, Mexico tor only $680 00 A deposit of 
$180.00 it due by Dec 16. 1006 m 330 Stu- 
dent Ureon For more mtormaaon or questions 
cal 372 2343. 
SUNNY DAYS 
Spnng Break lOOOH Cancun. Mei-co tor only 
$680 00   Deposmot$l80 00dueby Dec   16. 
1906 m 330 Student Union. For more mlorma- 
bon or questions call: 372-2343 
UAO sponsored. 
GOOD LUCK ON 
FINAL EXAMS! 
ALASKAF€LDSUMMERCOURSE 3CRED 
ITS Viewwrwwfireiands.bgtu.edu. Click Fac 
ufty. Rud-ngar Contact ASAP tor compieie de 
lit. Deposit due by t-8 99  
BGSU Mom, Dad. Grandma. Grandpa. Sister, 
Aunt, etc Sweatshirts. Tee shirts. Hals, and 
other Miscellaneous Mom & Dad items. Cot:© 
Q.gto Connection S31 Ridge 
CANCUN. MEXICO 
UAO sponsored Spnng Break Tnp to Cancun 
tor only $680 00" Deposit of $180 00 is due by 
Dec   16.1996 in 330 Student Umin For more 
information or questions call 372 2343  
Friday's and Saturday's 
at KAMIKAZES 






Falcon House Campus Outfitters 
000 E. Woosier St. at S College 
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 
Sand piper-Be aeon Beach Resort 
Panama City Beach, F tonda 
From $1 SO per person 
3 Pools 
1 Indoor Pool 
Lazy River Ride 
Huge Beach side 
HonubSuitesupo 10 people 
Tiki Bar 
Home of the 
World's Longest Keg Party 
Onnk Free 
Draft beer ai week w/ cover 
Fftento- 1 800 488-8828 
*"'" v ■':■ .- -:•■■ i >' •    ' '" 
SPRING BREAK 'M PANAMA CfTY BEACH 
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break 
Headquarters Packages from $30.00 par per 
son Closest u Spinnaker and La Vela Host of 
Sports ftustraied Beach Club Call Now1 
1 800 224-GUlF wwwsprlngbreakhq.com 
PHI MU * PHI MU * PHI MU 
Phi Mu K looking tor a house boy 
for the 1900 Spring semester if 
interested. M«M cal Mindy Anthony 
372-3700or CarneCaSky 372 3308 
■0 set up an interview 
PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU 
Student Health Service 
Break Hours 
Open tor Pharmacy $ Patient Visits 
Tuesday. December 22 
Monday. December 28 
Wednesday. December 30 
10 00am-12 00pm & l 00-4 30pm 
Administrative office open Dairy. 372 2277 
8 00am-1200pm & t 00-S00pm 
SUN. SAND. AND YOUi 
UAO ts sponsoring the Spnng Break Trip to 
Cancun. Mexico tor only $660 00. A deposit ol 
$180 00 is due by Dec 16. 1008 in 330 Stu- 
dent Union For more information or questons 
cal 372 2343 
SUNNY DAYS 
Spnng Break 1999" Cancun. Meico for only 
$680 00 Deposits of $180 00 due by Dec   16. 
1998 m 330 Student Union. For more informa- 
tion or questions call 372-2343. 
UAO sponsored. 
The sisters ol Kappa Dena 
wish even/one a safe and happy 
wnier break, and good 
luck with finals1 
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE S 
Swing is Here 
Lessons from 9 30pm-10 30pm 
DJ Patnck Keenan 
Spms swing mus*c all rughl 
Wednesday s at K AM IK A7f "S 
Karaoke with Rich Ucheis 
from 10-2 
WMtssMlsvs38| Mb  g WNM CotegMM 
Connecton 531 Ridge 
X-Mes Clearance Sale 
Selected Merchandise 
50% OFF 
Falcon House Sporting Goods 
123 S Mam St 
Downtown Bowling Green 
WANTED 
i female suflaaser needed tor Columbia 
Courts. Please call 419-3S3 6064  
i tomato SWsr. tor sp semester Cheap reni 
own room. prvt. prkg Move in ay time afte 
12/12. Cal Tracy O 3S3-4174 
10% Discount 
w' Student ID 
•Oil Change $19.99" 
most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling Grew, OH 
353-252* 
Free Towing il we 




1*2   subtaasars   naadad   lof   spring   W 
I3*0rmo Closa to campus Cal 353 9079 
2 lubluua naadad lor spring samaalar. 2 
bflrm.. 1 1/2 bam njm. apt $520 -no Cornaa 
GragorKanal353 2355 
2 4 sublaasars lor spnng Sam 2 DO-n- apt . 
oalcony. Cloaa to campus  aSSO'irem* Cat 
354«7S4 
3oradldr»s>nt»»dad.WIIpay Can352 1871 
3 Graduation Tcaats NaaoarJ 
V¥*l Pay Top Dollar 
Guarantaad 
Cal Jon at 354 2037 anjlims 
AvaiaVa aflar Jan t Ona larga Bdm. apt 220 
E Court Call3S2-574gandas»lorAr»]»a. 
R P Procara is l»nngi Wa ampWy ASE en- 
Bad tacrmoans. Accapung appKabons. ra- 
sumaa lor tactvsoan managamam po*»W 
BP Prrxaraiaanaqualoppc«>»>rlyarnplorar. 
Claan * ipaoous HdidaJa Bamriouse Naadi 
i Mxing suWaaaar. Cal 353-5275  
Graduation ncfcals naadad w.lipay 
Can 353-7447 
Housamaia naadad spnng samesuir Oan 
Odmvoadi. Iraa caM. «aaha< « oryar. cost 
POSTS 354-047» 
I am in osaparasa naad tor ona silra graoua 
son Dcfcat H you hava ona Hal you ara ««ng 
c sal.pisasa cast Oavaal 372 5640 
Looking tor a tamala roommais 
Spanous act Cloaa lo campus 
Ptaasa cal 354-4435 
rtsao graduaaon acsali Win pa, CaBJsnn,* 
35243486.  
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lesday, December 15, 1998 The BG News Page 23 
«Jod: German major or minor to tutor 2 
lit graters strugglng with Deutach. SSrhr. 
[both. 2-3 hrt par day alter school  Phone 
4704 if interested ISO bonus il grades im- 
no Beverage  
i subleaser needed, own bdrm, own bath- 
. $272/month  Swenming pool and bus 
•vail   Can   move   m   ASAP    CaH 
g-3804  
naie wanted to share large 3 BR house 
Dlder Imle student Must be quiet, know how 
[ clean-up after selves,  6 Isle dogs. Call 
E-757B. 
Spring sublease* needed! 
S22S/mo plus utilities 
Own room Call TJ at 354 4311 
leaser needed. I bedroom apt Rent (350 
■ Aaron & 3544)329 
leaser needed. Haven House apis. Cose 
campus     Own   bdrm     Call   Jeremy   at 
I M76  
Subleaser desperately needed. Si 70 
Call 354 2149 
ease' needed starling Jan 1 1999 Own 
L 230$ a month Use ol washer A dryer Con- 
:t 353-0508     
ease's needed Immediately thru May. 2 
. apt. remodeled kitchen. $500/mo   1st 
nrh's rent   &   cable   FREE.   724   6th   St 
?5099 CallTodayl  
FOR SALE 
HELP WANTED 
§1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 
In   i   ■ tea !■ ■•.•!<■•■ ■  
TK's    Restaurant.    Perrysburg.   OH 
|H9874 207K  
DeJaVu 
Toledo's »i Gentleman* Club is looking for 
Kobe dancers Let us show you how to make 
■ ol money m a fun A eaaong environment 
HI be 18 Apply m person, no exp neces- 
135 S Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079 
I Local manufacturer has immediate openings 
r dependable, hard working individuals Ap- 
Ipry between 8am-3pm 20584 Long Judson 
■ Rd.Wosion.OH  
I Office cleaning evenings over Chnstmas hok- 
[ day   12-lS hrs per week. Cal 352-5822. 
'87 Toyota Corolla FX16 3 doors 100.000 
mdes $1900 CaH 354-8735.  
93 Mitsubishi Eclipse Great condition. CO 
player, aulo widows, locks A cruise control. 
Please call 354 -4435. 
""#1 Spring Break Specials  
Book Early A Receive a Free Meal PlanMi 
Cancun A Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459. 
Panama City $99   i 800-234 7007 
www endlesssummertours com 
—ACT NOW RESf.RVE VOUR SPOT FOR 
SPRING BREAK 10B9I PACKAGES TO 
SOUTH PADRE (FREE MEALS). CANCUN. 
JAMAICA. KEYWEST. PANAMA CITY 
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6. 
800 838 8203/WWW LLlSURETOURS.COM 
AAAA.' Early Speoais' Panama City) Room 
with kitchen $129* Includes 7 Free Parties' 
Dayiona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach 
$1291 Cocoa Beach $1491 spnngbreak- 
favei com t 800 678-6386. 
AAAA.i Early Spring Break Spooalsl Baha- 
mas Party Cruse' 8 Days $279' Includes Most 
Meals' Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs 
Irom Florida1 spnngbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678*386 
AAAA*' Early Specials! Cancun A Jamaica' 7 
nights Air A hotel From $399' Includes Free 
food. Drinks, Parties' ipnngbreakiravel.com 
1 800*78 6386  
AAAA.' Spnng Break Travel was t ol ft small 
businesses in the US recognized by the Coun- 
cil ol Better Business Bureaus lor outstanding 
ethics in the marketplace' spnngbreak - 
travel.com 1-800-678 6386 
CANCUN, MEXICO 
UAO sponsored Spnng Break Trip to Cancun 
lor only $680 00" Depost ol $180 00 >s due by 
Dec. 1ft. 1996 »n 330 Student Union For more 
information or questions call 372-2343 
Gold diamond tennis bracelet tor sale Never 
worn Musi sell %7S Call 372-649? 
Panama City Spring Break Specials' Plan 
NOW A Savel Boardwalk Beach Resort, Hok- 
day Inn Sunspreel 7 Nights. Parties. Free 
Drinks from $119-$l99! spnngbreakfravel.com 
1 800*78*386 
PowerMac 8400/200. 200 mru Tower. I6mg 
of ram, 2.4gb hd. 17in monitor, trackball. 8x 
CDrom. Burfl in ethemet. $1,200 Phone 
354 2386 Email relhnb#?bgnet bgsu edu 
SUN. SAND. AND YOU'' 
UAO is sponsoring the Spnng Break Trip to 
Cancun, Mexico for only $680 00 A deposit of 
$18000 u due by Dec 16. 1996 m 330 Stu 
dent Urwjn For more information or questions 
08 1:372-2343  
SUNNY DAYS 
Spring Break 1999" Cancun. Mexico for onty 
$680 00 Deposits of $180 00 due by Dec. 16. 
1998 at 330 Student Union. For more informa- 
tion or questions call: 3 72-2343 
UAO sponsored 
vVhne 1990 Ford Probe f*ce nms. detachable 
face, phat ride Good deal 13000 OBO 
353-4451. 
FOR RENT 




316 E. Merry »3 
VM mail listings 
Please call 353*325 
1 BDRM Apt near BGSU. No pets, no water 
beds. 1 occupant only. Call 352-1465 
flam-Qpm. 
1 BR furnished available approximately 12/20. 
Quiet, all unities • cable included $4iS/mo 
rrsrwnurru 1/2 mo lease. Phono 352 1520. 
1 male needed to share 2 bdrm. apt 
Own room, spring semester 1999. 
Please cal 353*325 
1 subleaser needed lor spnng 
Own bedroom A bathroom $1S0'$?00/mo 
Close to campus CaH Jason 353-1284 
needed tor sp semester Own 
bdrm A bath wtocks New Frazee Apts Cal 
Mkfteeag 354 5371  
2   bdrm   fum.   apt.   includes   utii    $450   mo 
353 5074. 
2 bdrm. furnished apts 
3527454 
2 bdrm house near BG. $400 Excellent condi 
tion Lease A deposit required Call 686 4651 
217 South College- 1 5 blocks from Hanna 
Hall. 3 BR House tenants pay all ubl. sec 
dep . $525/mo. Available immediately 
For more Information or to sign a lease. 
contact Arbor Enterprise* el 354-2854. 
Locally owned and managed. 
3 bdrm apt. $550 near BG Excellent condi 
Bon Lease and deposit required. Cal 
686-4657 
3 bdrm house near BG. Exceleni condition 
$750.   Lease   and   deposit   required.   CaH 
686-4651 
Apt. tor rent. 2 bedrm. turn. $400/mo. 622 2nd 
Si 354-6983. 
Apt. for rent. 2 bdrms upstairs. UMtos furni- 
shed Call 352-5822.  
Female subleaser needed immediately. Own 
room. $200/month. Close to campus. Please 
caE 353-9381  
Furn efficiencies available. Long term or 
monthly Al utii. phone. A cable included. 
Phone 35? 1520  
Houses A Duplexes lor 1999-2000 school 
year. 1 to 3 person homes ava4 - 12 month 
tease only starting in May Steve Smith 
MMpJ '  
Houses • 12. and 3 bedroom 
furnished apts . (or '99--00 
school year 352-7454 
New 3 bdrm house, very clean   812 Third St, 
close to campus. 1 bath, fenced backyard, no 
pets.   $795/mo    Avail.   Jan    1.   99    Cal 
419-474-5344 
SNsr needed for eltic apt Lease starts any 
time until Feb. $240/mo Ail utii includ. 
353*346 or email epiatn 




Seeking male or female roommate to share 
spacious, livmg room, dming. room. 1 1/2 
ball. 3 bdrm house Needed for spnng semes- 
ler $25Qmo Cal 353-4191 
Subleaser needed immediately m 707 Sixth 
Street Apt. Cal Jacob at 352-4896 or Amanda 
at (419) 673-0040.  
Subleases needed for summer '99. 521 E. 
Merry apts 2 large bedroom. $48uvmonth CaH 
3S4-Q123.  
3UBLEASERSNEEDED4I 
2 4 People Avail. Jan Aug 
2 Lg. Bedrooms, Dishwasher 
2 Car Garage. Lg. Back Deck 
$525 . Uuiines 
Cal: Ann 353 3455 




Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000 
Management Inc. 
IIMUdalc Ae*«-. Ibdim Townhouse* very spe- 
cious, lull bsmt. I I/? bath and car pom, 9 1/2- 
12 mo tease Stans at S900 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Hilhdal- Astfs.. "bdrm Hal*, very spacious. 9 
foot cetUae. cat B«I*. 91/212 mo. leases 
Siartsat Vilfl 
Management Inc. 
HilKdilr Apts.. Large studios, high vaulted 
cc 1 lings, unique door plan, car ports. 9 1/2-12 
mo leases Starts at $350 
AJEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Haiazsttc Apis.. I bdnrn. high vaulted ceilings. 
unique floor plan 9 1/2-12 mo leases lies* te 
< Btapev Mans at 11K0 
Management Inc. 
•42 S < olegc-Creeabriar Apts. 
3 txlnti Townhouses, 2 cu garage with garage 
with garage openers, vaulted ceilings. Urge loft. 
washer A dryer   Starts al $950 
Management Inc. 
LfTiiienctes ft huge I bdrms 215 E. Pec. 
Laundry on site Lots of parking Eff Marts at 
$230. I bdrm siaru at $340 
Management Inc. 
K30 Fourth Si   Willow House Apt. I hdnns, gas 
heal. rVC. Remodeled. Starting at $375. 
Management Inc. 
Stop hy PW offiH St  1*45 V Main Si   fol 
complete listing or call 353-SSM 
www.wcnet.org/~-mexca 
— ' ..■AA'.-lJ.WJjr 






NOW IN FULL SWING! 
We pay TOP PRICES for used texts. 
We also pay TOP WHOLESALE PRICES 
for current editions of books no longer being used. 
We have 
Bowling Green's 





Monday - Friday 9am - 5:30pm 
Saturday 9am - 5:00pm |^^^ MasterCard VISA 
